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REGISTERED? DEADLINE OCTOBER 19
How Will YOU Vote?

Would You Vote
For A Catholic?

•

PICKETS TURNED out In
masses last week to perhaps
starve off some of the heavy
traffic th school teachers who
might have been wanting to
"go downtown" to do a little

MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS

shopping. As the
picture
above indicates, sometime
there were more than three
pickets in front of one store.
More than 30 youngsters and

By
REV. ALEXANDER GLADNEY
"My vote would never be
changed on the basis of religion," President Eisenhower
said when asked about a Roman Catholic for president.
• Dr. Joseph H. Jackson, president of the National Baptist
Convention, Inc., said he is committed to the belief that the decision for a man to be President "must be based wholly upon the requirement stipulated in
adults paraded downtown in the constitution, and no referfront of the main department ence should be made to his restores to protest the segregat- ligion."
ed treatment of Negro conRev. James H. Elder, pastor
sumers when It comes to eat- of the Mullins Methodist church
ing facilities. (Withers photo) said, "That Communism is best

served by those who preach that
the Catholic Church is a menace to freedom."
A prominent Roman Catholic
official said, "That the church
ought not to tell its members
how to vote." Here is what
Cardinal Cushing of Boston said
In a formal speech on "Religion and Politics," in April of
1959, "In the political climate
in which we live, no church
should tell its members whom
to vote for, or interfere in po- HELP might have been the
litical campaigns, or suggest unheard thought of tellers at
reasons of a purely personal the Tri-State Bank last week
kind of preferring one candidate due to the unsuspected rush
over another. I cannot see, for of teachers (who had just
gotten paid). Teachers made
See REGISTERED, Page
their visit to the bank to

cash their checks and presented quite a problem (but
a happy one) for the limited
amount of space available for
handling such a large number. People were so deep in

inFire

Tri-State Defender

the bank that they had to
stand in the area usually reserved for the officers of the
hank. Despite the heavy business, bank clerks expedited
their business willingly and
efficiently, (Withers photo)

—

MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS

"The South's Independent Weekly"
Swill Benefit YMCA

17 Seek Title
Top Secretary

Price 15c
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Quick Worki HIT BY ROBBERY
Net Youth
I n,Robbery

Earle Sanders, 18-year - old
youth was arrested last SaturAll of the contestants in the lups, Mutual Federal Savings day and charged with armed
YMCA's "Most Popular Secre- and Loan Association; Miss Lois robbery after he allegedly held
tary" contest will protest the Weddington, E. H. Crump hos- up the Beale St. PO for more
above statement. They are quite pital; Mrs. Beatrice Fletcher, than 600 dollars. Sanders, from
vocal alstsut their motives in Mt. Olive church; Miss Aleta Leechville, Ark, staying on
entering the contest. All 17 are Gatewood, Arnold and Associ- Fourth, was caught a short 10
minutes after the rehbery Delansiljef with th,g.
47
.
04.00u
Poris Jean
atALL
- -- glass elementary school; terred.
Mrs. Bobbye J. Bynum, Porter L. B. Matlock, who operates
atjunior high school; Miss Ro- the combination post office and
wena Stephens, Booker T. Wash- sundry store said that the gunington night school; Mrs. Julia man came in the back door
Roberts, Memphis Urban Lea- while he was sitting at his, desk
gue, and Miss Jean Pleas, in a small office. Mr. Matlock
said "He popped that pistol in
Vance Avenue Clinic.
You will not want to miss this my face and said 'give me all
Mrs. Minor Mrs. B. Smith
entertaining evening. Make a the d. . money or I'll blow
of the Abe Scharff Branch YM
date now with the Abe Scharff your d . . . head off."
CA and they are motivated
Mr. Matlock said he proceedBranch YMCA for "DINNER
more by that need and the oped
to raise his hands and back
a deportunity to make a correspond- WITH FASHIONS." Enjoy
new- out of the front door and yelled
lectable
dinner
and
see
the
ing contribution than by the
for the police. The gunman
popularity and prizes which they est in Fall fashions worn by proceeded to force Mrs. Matwill receive by winning the leading models—including indi- lock, who was in the front part
vidually and personally designtitle.
the
chapeaus, dresses for all oc- of the building, to give him
ed
The lovely contestants handlatest in day's receipts. He grabbed a
very
casions,
and
the
ling reasonably priced subscrip•
the postal jacket containing the
tidhs to the YMCA's ft/Althorn- fall suits for any hour of
money and ran out the back
ing outstanding social event— day and any occasion. All pro- door. Mr. Matlock, in the meanceeds will benefit the YMCA.
"DINNER WITH FASHIONS"—
time, had rushed to a drugstore
to be held October 16 at Curries It needs your help. Won't you and called the police.
present?
please
be
CI b Tropicana are: Mrs. V eOfficers apprehended Sanders
neice Starks and Mrs. Bernice
a short distance from the post
Bridgeforth of Universal Life
office.
Insurance co.;
Mrs. Mary
Smith, Union Protective Life
Insurance co., Beale St. branch
office; Mrs. Cornell Sledge,
Union Protective's home office;
Mrs. Margaret Swautsey Clay,
Kansas school; Miss June Bit- Mrs. Storks
Mrs. Caney
_

Twenty-Six Grand Prizes!

Newsboys! Enter This
Fabulous New Contest

Here it is, Newsboys of the entry blank to the Tri-State De- 3. Holiday camera.
Tri-State Defender, the contest fender, 236 S. Wellington, Mem- 4. Build•it-younielf motor kit.
3-4. Flashlight(Camp-type).
you've been waiting for! Start- phis, Tennessee.
ing this week (see full page ad
The good thing about this eonon page 9) the Tri-State De- test is that it gives the NEW
fender is opening the door to boys a chance at a fabulous
fabulous prizes just for you, prize. New boys will start out
And this contest is made fot with a base of zero and will
both regular newsboys and have a chance to build on that.
those boys attracted to the The sky's the limit.
prizes and want to start selling
Just listen to this array of
Tri-State Defenders, the paper prizes. Twenty-six in all. Twenthat practically sells itself.
ty for the "regulars" and six
The prizes are fabulous and for the new boys.
the contest is simple. Simply
Prizes for the regulars in(11 out the coupon you will find clude:
An error was reported in last
on page nine and come by the 1. A Rollfast Middle weight week's
picture spread and cutoffice or mail your completed
bicycle.
line on the story of Matthew
2. Another Rollfast Middle Miller's funeral. Miller
was reweight bicycle.
portedly shot accidentally by a
3. A Bulova Wrist watch.
youth.
4. DeWald 3-Way Radio.
The boy who allegedly fired
5. Catcher's mitt.
the shot WAS NOT, we repeat,
I. Fielder's glove.
WAS NOT a student at Booker
7. Football helmet.
youth, forced Mrs. Matlack
BEALE ST. PO was bit by an
T. Washington high school, as
S. Shoulder pads.
to hand him over more than
event last week that unsettled
was reported last week.
9. Roiliest Roller skates.
A
thief
due
to
the
fast
neighborhood;
The
WO.
the whole
The Tri-State Defender was
10. Genuine leather brief
robbery took place in the conwork of Mr. Matlock was apinformed by school officials that
case.
prehended before he could get
fines of the Post Office and
11. Dick Tracy wrist radio. the youth who fired the shot
out of the block by police
combination sundry store. L.
had not been a student of the
12. Official baseball.
officials. The robbery occurB. Matlock (inset) was in the
The public is cordially invited 13. Official football.
high school for over a year.
red last. Saturday when the to attend an open house of the
post office at the time along
He had been dismissed from
14.
Hickory
baseball
bat.
PO was closed. (Wither pho- Owen college dormitories in
with his wife and a few
the school for disciplinary rea15. Chemcraft chemistry set.
tos)
friends. The robber, a Negro
sons.
Roger Williams Hall on Sunday, is. Four barrel money
Oct. 16 at 4 p.m.
II 11111111111
1111111111 III • 111111•111 II ••IIIIIII
Miller, an honor student and
changer.
well-liked youth of the school
• A special program has beer 17-20. Flashlight (Camp-type)
prepared and refreshments will Prizes for the new boys in- was shot ofter attending one of
be served.
the football games held in BTW
clude:
Roiliest Middle weight stadium.
1.
A
The
dormitories
have
been
rerill•1111111111•111111110111111M11111•Mil
The Tri-State Defender rebicycle.
decorated and refurnished thru
ADDS MAN
grets the error.
vations at the Hotel Claridge the efforts of a committee oh 2. Ingraham Wrist watch.
Mutual Federal Savings and here in Memphis no race tags the Woman's Retreat headed byl
and subsequently Mrs. K. M. Terrell, who is a
Loan Association, 588 Vance were used
ave. have added a new man to the hotel, who had placed the 1956 graduate of Owen college.
Much interest is focused on
the staff. Due to the company's group's baggage in their re- This project was undertaken at
the announcement of the prea Pub- spective rooms, didn't find out the annual Woman's Retreat
sentation of Miss Alpha Brown- growth, it saw a need for
Director in con- that one of their guests was a held at the college last July.
lic
Relations
er, rising outstanding dramatic
nection with the Savings De- Negro until he had come to the Presently, 24 young ladies
soprano, by the
hotel.
partment. So, Robert E. Reed,
and 13 young men are housed
Beta Epsilon
The management refused to In the dormitories with ample
Kan.,
who
Topeka.
hails
from
THE CANDIDATES
bolic of the attitudes and reac- Omega Chapter
honor the Negro's reservation. facilities for more, should enwas given the .new slot.
Political history was made in tions of local Negroes to the of Alpha Kappa
The
Johnson faction cried loud rollment increase.
Mr. Reed, a World War U
Memphis last month. For the candidates appearances here, Alpha sority,1
and long and threatened to bolt
Washburn
attended
the
vet,
Other members of the comfirst time in ,nearly a hundred some interesting &meets cculd Saturday, 0 c LUniversity of Kansas. He form- the place but the management mittee of dormitory project are:
years Bluff Citizens had the he noted. An interested observer 29, at Bruce
erly engaged in relations work would not buck. They had the Mesdames, Helen Waterford,
close-up opportunity to get a went down the A streist where Hall, LeMoyne
with the "News Nuggett," a Negro's luggage brought from Bertha Estes, 0. C. Crlvens, J.
spiked eye view of the major 'he hlwis be"an" • so-tee ques- college at 8:30
upstairs, and, after a keg has- C. Woods, F. L. Spence, J. B.
parties' candidates for the Pres- tines shoot ••011 of lb! candi- p.m.
Miss limner publication of the Topeka area. set, and the Johnson group
find. Bolton and Isabel Flagg.
in
is
and
married
idency of the United States.
dates iest 1-s'ere each rnan'a a native Memphian is the Mr. Reed is
they zould get no other
It was a significant experience motorcade came through "blues daughter of Mrs. Jewel Brawner the process of Iransporting his Ing
The members of the Volunteer
and the late Dr. Jeff Brawner, wife and family here from To- rooms elsewhere (?), decided committee on Open House are:
for Memphians. It left a feeling &vomit."
to stay in the hotel, leaving the
that Memphis is counted in the One of the key nuestions ask- and sister of Dr. Clara Browner peka. (See picture on page 2). Negro to make his own way.
Miss Ruth Lesley and Mesmain-stream of major events in ed Beak Streeters . . and that of Memphis, and was recently 4 APOLOGIZE
dames Erma Bishop, Cora
the nation. It gave a sense of included businessmen, profes- graduated from the Juliard
Four Memphis white boys, all
Drain, E. J. Artison, Ruby
"belonging" in the conscious- sional folk who freauent the School of Music's Operatic Di- teen-agers, went to the home of
Hendrick, Alta Lemon, Minnie
ness of the country. It was a avenue, and thoqe characters vigion.
Rev. Bob H. Mason and apoloHill, Gladys Mayfield, Fannie
sort of recognition of the town who just naturally seem to She has appeared with the gized for setting off a homePalmer, Ludie Lloyd, Ernestine
as being important in the big- gravitate from and operate on New York Symphony and the made bomb on the minister's
Simmons, Rosa Haskins and
time happenings. It was a good this once main center of Negro New York Philharmonic orches- lawn. Saying that the bomb was
Bertha Wyatt.
feeling.
activity and interest in the Mid- tras and has been a featured only a "prank," the boys said
Frappe' refreshments are proBy United Press International
Most important was the recog- South , . was also a simplelsoloist at many outstanding they were sorry.
vided through the courtesy of
LONDON — (UPI) — A local
nition given to the Negro as a question. It was, "what would New (ork City churches. Now MEMPHIS SNUBS
the Pet Milk and Scaliest Dairy
factor in the Memphis political you like for the candidate to under management and em- Perhaps a little known fact tax office reported Tuesday companies, with Mrs. Mildred
scene. It was no mere coinci- talk about, if you were asked barked on a concert tour, Miss about the Lyndon B. Johnson It had received an annonym- Riley, consultant, serving.
Brawner will be presented at group's overnight visit to Mem- ou- back payment of taxes
dence that the motorcades for to suggest something?"
Senator John Kennedy and Vice
All the answers revolved Yale university and at Vassar phis would stir a lot of voters from a citizen who said his
President Richard Nixon were around a central theme. Every college this fall, before making to thinking. It concerns the conscience kept him f r o m
routed through famed old Beale answer pertained to "Civil her debut at Town Hall, from report that the group attached sleeping.
Street. Obviously, the moves Rights." Folk on Beale Street which she will embark on a to Senator Johnson included a "If I can't sleep again toTOKYO — (UPI) — A series
were in recognition of the stra- were almost as one in their in- European and African concert Negro. In getting advance reser- sight." his note said, "I'll
send you some more."
tegic role the Negro vote in terest in the two candidates' tour.
of surprise raids on Tokyo gang
Memphis can play in determin- views on the Negro's quest for Her appearance here is being IIflhJlIlltIIlililIilIlIflhlIllIlIilIIIIIlIltillflhIltIliIflhIlII WlNlUhlUlIIiitUHhtthItthhhttflUflhlllhItiflIfluIIhliUIIhiI headquarters by 700 uniformed
police Monday netted 1,855 susing the side Memphis will sup- full citizenship. All were unan- heralded by music lovers.
Coll "Miss Results" — JA 6-8397
port In the current campaign. imous in the expression of the Tickets are priced at $2.00 and
pected criminals and 166 deg
REGISTER
STREET
are on sale by members of
DOWN ON SEAL
gers, pistols and Japanese
So Vitt', Can Vote
A.K.A.
Taking Beale Street as sym•1See SHADOWS, Page
on Nov, 8.
swords.
31331811111191114411811111111101161111111111111111/111'
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Alpha Brawner
Recital Here
October 29

Error in
Tri-State
Last Week

Open House
Planned At
Owen College

Memphis-This Week:

by NAT D W1WAMS

*

Conscience Forces
Briton Ta Pay
His. Back Taxes

Tokyo Raid. Nets 166
Daggers And Guns

*

Buy U.S. Bonds

To Place Your Want Ad.
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DEFENDER

r Johnson Brothers
Score With Song

Sett., Oct. 8, 1960

B. T. W.

They who reach the top bays
irst will climb the bill,'
(Chorus)
Get On the Kennedy wages,
Drive, drive, drive.
Get on the Kennedy wagon,
Let's ride, ride, ride.

The three Johnson Brothers,, leasing their belief that Senator
Blow your whistle, toot your
540 Harran rd., of Memphis John F. Kennedy is the man
horn,
have come up with a song pro- for them.
Boys, Mr. Kennedy is real
Students at Father Bertrand
gone.
high school, the boys penned Get
on the Kennedy wagon,
this song:
And ride, ride, ride.
(Verse One)
The song continues for sm.
Drive the nail right, boys,
eral more verses. The boys said
Hit it on the head,
they have presented the song
Strike with all your might,
to Mr. Knnedy and he likes it
boys,
very much. They said he thinks
WASHINGTON —(UPI)— The When the iron is red.
Here at BTW there is a new Charles Powell, Ernest Hardin NEW MAN IN
they should take it to the Demo.".."
TOWN—Mucordance with its phenomenal Rev. B. L. Hooks, Atty, A. W.
spirit or rather, the same spirit arid Dorothy Green, Ada Pal- tual Federal Savings
erotic headquarters here in
and growth over the past years. Willis and, C. • C. Sawyer Guatemalan government Tues- When You work to do boys,
but more heart filling and true. moore and Yumie Kirk, and Es- Loan Association added a
Memphis for their endorsement.o.
With Mr. Reed above, giving founders of the successful or- day fired Mauricio Rosal, one Do it with a wW
new
Yes, this is just a little notice sic Lawston and Russell Pur- man to its officer
him welcome are, from left, ganization.
roster reof
its
top
diplomats
who was
to warn all rivals to be aware nell (Hamilton ).
cently and also created a
arrested Monday in New York
of Washington's revived Warrior
HINTS TO THE WISE — He new department. The departSTARTS SUNDAY!-'.
on charges of smuggling $20
Spirit. The students are tired of who laughs last has the last ment Is Public
Relations and
5 BIG DAYS 5!•::"
million worth of heroin into the
their motto, "We are Tops, We laugh.
the new director of that ofU. S.
Lead and Others Follow," being P. S. — By the way, Washing- fice Is Robert
E. Reed, (secunderestimated. We are out to tonians are aware that Carolyn ond from
The announcement was made
left). Mr. Reed
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Po- Shannon. who was off duty.
prove the trueness of our slo- Ann Springer, Mr. Springer's hails from Topeka
by
the Guatemalan embassy in
Kansas
gan.
daughter, is attending Howard and plans to push the savings lice Sgt Raymond Shannon re- Then while one held a gun to Washington after foreign minported Monday he never should Shannons bead, the
The mighty Warriors are out university.(How 'bout that?).
other took ister Jesus V. Murillo, here for
department of the firm in achave accepted help from two his sers ice revolver, his
to defeat Hamilton High, Friday
police- a previously arranged meting
mer when his car stalled in man's shield, and $110 in cash. a previously arranged meeting
night at BTW Stadium. Our deSenator John F. Kennedy, the
Harlem
fensive team has been given the
They drove off in the car they with state department officials,
Democrat Nominee for Presiname of "Scalpers" which is
talked with Guatemala City by
dent of the United States before The pair fixed the car for had helped Shannon fix.
most appropriate. Willie "Steel"
telephone.
the Ministerial Association of
Ward and William "Johnny
Greater Houston, Houston, Tex- ing.
(Continued from page 1)
Ringo" Hayes will be out for
REGISTER
as, said 'He does not 'speak for
He will vote for the men who
scores in this game.
SO YOU CAN VOTE
example, how anyone would his church on public matters is best
qualified for the office
FACULTY TRANSFERS
ON NOV. A.
vote for a candidate for public and that his church does not
The entire student body re- office merely because of
and
who,
therefore, can best
his speak for him But if the time
promote the welfare of all the
grets to have lost several of our religion, even if the candidate should ever come—and I do
not
faculty members. Mrs. Jeanet- wai noted for his personal piety. concede any conflict
citizens of the country.
ever rete Carr, Mrs. Lottie Brooks and WHY RAISE ISSUE?
You must study the question
motely possible—when my ofMrs. Nina Brayon are added to But why raise the issue at fice would require me to
either carefully, discuss the issues
the faculty of other high schools all? Roman Catholics have violate my conscience or violate objectively, pray for guidance
Last year at BTW Ballet his- been elected as governors, sen- the national interest, then
I diligently, and vote your conRonald Luana
Grant
tory was made by an excellent ators, representatives, mayors, would resign the office."
I be- viction honestly.
FOSTER • PATTEN • RICHARDS
Drill Team and a superb Girl and aldermen. The President of lieve in America,"
he said, Finally: The people who are
WORD
rs
Officers Drill Team. They pub- the Chief Executive and
the "when the separation of church the loudest in opposing Catholicized the results of one year's Commander-in-Chief of the mili- and state is absolute when
no lics are the Ku Klux Klan and
-- PLUS 2nd HIT! -military training at our school. tary forces in this country. He Catholic
Prelate would tell the the white citizen council memOne Night Per Week — Beginning
This year the NDCC plans to has the responsibility of dealing
President (should he be Cath- bers. Those same groups are
thrill the audience again. The with foreign nations. The presi- olic)
IT's TAUT AND
how to act, and no Protes- against Jews, organized labor
September 14, 1960
TIIRRIPIC I
Instructors of Washington's Bat- dency creates an image of the
and the Negro.
talion are Captains Powell and entire country, in a way that tant Minister would tell his
FOR DETAILS CALL W. A. ADKINS
parishoners for whom to vote.
Reverend Gladney is a leadCooper. Mr. Cooper is a new ad- no other political office could.
NOOSE
Kennedy urged on America ing civic and religious leader
dition to the faculty.
In an unique way the presi- where no church or church and is
an executive of the
dent's qualities and qualifica- school is granted any public
SENI211 OFFICERS
Shelby County Democratic
14
444
11
tions
American.
affect
every
funds or political preference— club.—Ed.
The senior CIA SS PIP"..r1
against
for
man
a
vote
To
and where no man is denied
tcl
feers for this year at R
(Paid Politleal Advertimmeat)
public office because of his re- public office merely because his
(Paid Political AdvertisemeO0
Thp
povirlidato• tor
ririseirlen.
(Paid Political Advortisenovit)
(Paid Political Advertisement)
(Paid Political advertisement)
Catholic)
probligion
(Roman
is
religion
Cnilins
differs
aro; Georee
were Rohl's,
from the presinothingl
against
voting
ably
dent who might appoint him or
Jones. The outcome will be anSenator John F. Kennedy is a Democratic
more than his own sterotype of the people who might help him.
nounced next week.
leader in the Roosevelt tradition. He cares
a Roman Catholic.
BELIEVES IN AMERICANS
TOP BOYS
about people. His voting record proves his
Religion tests, we will rememI believe in an America ofRoy Honking, Jamec iroonee. ber, are not required as a qualificially
concern
either
for human problems. And the DemoCatholic.
ProtesGeoree Jones, yddie Hughes
fication to any office of public tant, or Jewish—where no pubber
cratic
Lam
platform
William
to which he is pledged has the
and
t,
trust in the United States."
lic official either request or acstrongest
civil
rights
TOP CIRI,C
plank in history:
The Founding Fathers, many cepts instructions from the
Betty
Beverly of them deist, did not want to Pope. National
Jefferson.
Council of
•A national FEPC .. to guarantee the right
Buntyn, Robbie Ford. Vivian see a state supported church in Churches
or any esslesiastical
Barnes and Elizabeth Prudent. this country. For that reason the
to equal opportunity for employment,
source. "That is a Catholic canRAVE YOU HPARTI?
first amendment to the consti- not be President of the United
•Elimination of literacy tests and poll taxes.• •
Mae Francis Westbrook has tution. the first article of the , States because of his religion,
gotten several new admirers American Bill of Rights, foe- then the freedoms of other
to insure the right to vote,
since her hair has been cut .
bade Congress to make any, churchmen are in danger." For
Booker T. Jones and Mary law," respecting an eatablishi while this year it: may be a
•Desegregation plans for all schools by 1963...
Corporal have reconsidered
merit of'religion." James MadO" Catholic, it has been or may be
to enforce the right to a good education,
there isn't but one senior he.me- son said: "The Civil Rights oil the Jew or a Quaker or a Uni•
room on the third floor . . Bet- none shall be adridged on ac- tartan or a Baptist," (Nixon is;
•Executive action to end inequality in Federal
ty Jefferson won a beauty con- count of religious belief of wor- a Quaker).
Housing and Government Contracts ... to
test .
Norrish Truman is the ship. nor shall any national reKehnedy promised on any isbest drum majorette in the city. ligion be established, nor shall sue that
provide the right to decent housing,
might come before him
TOP COUPLES
the full and equal rights of as 'President, "I will make my
•Federal court action on civil-rights laws...to
Helen Prudent and Tyrone conscience be in any manner or decision in accordance with
Smith, Norrish Truman and any pretext, infringed." Thomas these views and
prevent
the denial of any civil right on grounds
in accordance
Jefferson made it plain that un- with what my conscience tells
of race, creed or color.
der the constitution the religi- me to be the national interest
ous rights of all are protected. and without regard to outside
Leadership Needed Now
No sect of religion is to receive religious pressures or dictates.
The future will not wait much longer. For
favored treatments from the. And no power of threat or pungovernment.
71 42 years America has been governed by an
ishment could cause me to de(Continued from page 1)
VEEP A QUAKER
cide otherwise.
aloof, do-little Republican Administration. It
Vice-President Richard Nixon
desire that Mr. Nixon and SenIn the face of this predicatime for leadership and action. It is time
is
ator Kennedy speak in specific, is a Quaker, so was Herbert ment what should the world do?
to elect John F. Kennedy President of the
clear and unmistakable terms Hoover, Some Roman Catholics Every good citizen seeks the
as to his personal attitude and have done some honest thinking right answer to the problem in
United States. He will dedicate himself to the
Intentions toward the Negro's about this question of a Roman fairness to any possible candiDemocrati
c "Rights of Man" Platform—in
struggle for full integration in Catholic for President. Many date. A good citizen will InvestiAmerica
and
throughout the world.
the life of the nation.
I believe that "a fellow-Catholic gate the issue, he will weig)
I
will
forever
be moderate in his the evidence, he will judge on
SOME QUESTIONS
One young Beale Street }nisi- action by his faith." Some the merits of the case. He will
nessman, taking c•enizanre f mainta i n that the official posio not be swayed by partisan zeal
fi" lion of the church is changing.' or prejudice. He may seek the
thC presence of Cuba's Fidel
others say simply, as did a
advice of good men. He will
Cestro in New York's Harlem Roman
Catholic
ic Senator, "my pray for guidance for himself
Negro community said, "I would
ask Senator Kennedy . . . 'Cas- being a Catholic makes no real and for all his fellow citizens,
tro ate and slept with "us" . . difference in terms of how I with a good conscience, in all
approach the political problems. uprightousness and integrity,
would you?'
he will fulfill his duty by votA high-ranking Negro Masonic of this country."
leader said. "I would like to
hear both candidates tell me
what they intend to do personally' about the issue of civil
rights."
An ordinary run of the mill,
Beale Streeter said, "All I want •
REGARDLESS TO PAST ACCIDENT RECORD
to hear them discuss is "free1. If your Driving License has been revoked.
dom" and "justice."
That was the general tenor of
2. If your Insurance ho; been c
Iled.
Beale Street's reaction to the
3.
If
!stir
application
has been rejected.
visits of the two major candidates for the Presidency of the
United States as of this year
1900.
The expressions were apparA Itssresuututiu• will tell et your kiorwo with full details.
ently indicative of the etxent to
which the current drive of local
Negroes in the directon of civil
rights have filtered into all
ranks of the Negro community.
They indicated a strong backlog of Memphis Negro support
of. the program of local "freedom fighters." The expressions
Indicated basic support for the
sit-ins, kneel-ins, picketing, and
other expressions of protest
which have taken on increasing
tempo among Memphis Negroes.
'if Memphis Negroes do not
approve of what's going on on
the "freedom frount," it was sot
clearly apparent from the exptessions induced by the visits
of the two presidential candidstes. The picketing signs displbyed at Senator Kennedy's rally on the river front, seemingly
EASY DRIVE.IN PARKING
met the approval of the Negro
Man in the street. Vice Presideot Nixon's gesture of respect
for Handy on Pale Street, elicited a roar of approval from
2539 Summar Ave.
GL 8-3501
those present and those not present. Kennedy's visit to Beale
Street was goon. Nixon's was a
BERT BATES
BEN MILLER
airow." Now, whatchubett
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form and turn into a living reality the American vision of a free society in which no man
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Senator John F. Kennedy
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Kennedy for President
Vote Kennedy-Johnson on the Democratic Ticket

\If
Friday, Sept. 31, featuring Genef
Bowlegs Miller. It was truly
enjoyed by all.
'
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NASHVILLE, Tem. — (UPI) Tommye Kaye Hayes,
Carol Sot., Oct. 8, 1960
— Gov. Orval E. Faubus of Yates, Charlene Washington,
Arkansas has been nominated Jackie Bruce, Simone
••••
MeAnul•
as Nations! States Rights party ty, Ricki McGraw, Minor
Henrietta,
Betty
Jones,
David
Gracandidate for president in Ten- ham, Maxine
Draper, Jackie Paul Hawkins, David Greene. I
nessee, a state party commit- Walker, Jana Davis.
In the halls seen chattering II
By
tee announced.
Mary Alice Bland, Clydean
are
TOP
BOYS,
Bonnie Little
A spokesman for the TenPeterson, Kenneth Hayes, Floyd
Malcom
Weed,
Kenneth
Hayes,
nessee state executive commitand
Shavers, Sherre Rainer.
tee of the National States Paul Hawkins. Cluster HaughHelen King
tery,
Leo
Koheim,
Outside giving the "THUNCharles
Rights party said the organization in a caucus last week also Whitsey, Willie Pegues, Otis DERBOLTS" pep are Carol
Britt, Vernon Robinson, Lynch& Yates, Maxine Draper, June
INTRODUCTION
The Cheerleaders are as fol- chose Adm. John Crommeliis
Rainey, Tommye K. Hayes,
First of all let us introduce lows: Capt., Carol Williams; Co- as its vice-presidential nomi- Johnson.
SOCIALLY
Roberta Shavers.
ourselves. We attend Father Captain, June Rainey. Other nee.
During the noon hour we This is Bonnie Little and HelBertrand high school where we members are Carol Yates, Glospotted at the lunch tables en King saying so long until
are classified as Juniors We rla Nightgale, Charlene Wash- he participates in
many activi- chatting, Charlene 'Washington next week.
will bring you each week the ington, Jackie Bruce, Teresa ties. He is Pres
of his home
HONOR SOCIETY
The Tigers played the very
happenings around the campus, Thompson, Freda Boone, Ger- room, Co-capt.
Mahe PeHUcal ederarliseenent)
of the football _ , MAW- Lelnleal Ad wen uwasesall
Each dub and organization first game between Merry High ATLANTA, GA., Ned Turner, both social
and academic.
aldine
Parks
and
Georgia
team,
Garmember
of the Glee
on our spacious campus have of Jackson with the score 48-0. Jr. 18, a member of the J. S.
mon.
club, chorus, and a member
selected a specific date to pre- A game that spelled victory for Phelix High School NFA Chap- NEWS
THUNDERBOLTS, THUND- of the basketball team.
During
the
past
week
the
stusent a brief devotion period via the Tigers from beginning to ter at Marion, Arkansas was
"T HU N D E R• His hobby is baseball
the intercom each Monday end. They have performed mag- recentley named winner of the dent body of Father Bertrand ERBOLTS,
After
BOLTS,"
has
been
BRING
busy
electing
IT ON HOME graduating in June he plans
officers
Farmer
morning.
New
America
of
Nanificently but have we, as stuto
I
TO
or
BERTRAND.
various
positions
IT'S
such
HOME- continue his education at Xavas
This week the National Honor dents, acted accordingly?? The tional Farm Mechanics Award.
COMING,
REMEMBER. Fight l ier university in
He received a check for MO. Student Council, as follows: Sr.
Society presented its program. answer is NO!
Cincinnati,
The program was as follows: We as students have failed at the session. National NFA Pres., Malcomn Weed; Vice LIKE A "THUNDERBOLT," Ohio where he will major in
"SRICKERS"
.
Pres.,
Kenneth
Beat the "Red history. He attends
Hayes; Jr Pres.,
Scripture — Delores Wilson, to give our team the moral Convention was in progress at
St. AugusDevils."
tine Catholic church.
Prayer — James Phillips, Mu- support it needs. We tend to the Municipal Auditorium in Arl Williams; Vice Pres.
George
Jones;
Soph.
Pres., SPOTLIGHT,
sic — "Every Time I Feel the sit in the stands and are just Atlanta.
Hats off to a fine young man.
Frank Yates; Soph. Pres., Leo This week the spotAht falls We would
Spirit." Judgment Day (James contented ti sit motionless and
like to thank the
Weldon Johnson) recited by Lue look and let our pep squad majorette, she is now trying Kohleim; Fres. Pres. Mattie on Kenneth Hayes, a Senior. faculty of Father Bertrand for
Brandon.
at Father Bertrand high. Where I the fabulous dance given us
Catherine Ward and closing re- work for us. Does this situation to play the drums as well
marks — Beverly Williams, only occur when we are losing? (really Marva — you can't do
narrator.
The answer should be yes but two things at a time!) Oscar
The devotion was brief but we lose spirit even though we're Thrill's head hangs low since
one that held the interest of winning. How will our team Alberta Clarke left for "State."
the students, especially with know you appreciate the effort, (Chin up! Oscar — she will rethe Judgment Day reading re• and fight on their part that it turn with your 14k gold watch
cited by Miss Ward.
takes to win? Well believe me, on her arm!)
It is the rope and desire of they won't unless you show WHAT IF. . .
every student to become a them and what better way can
Shirley Purnell wasn't presimember of this organization, you demonstrate this than to dent of the Deburette Social
although only few meet the cheer them on if they're win- club?
qualifications. The qualifications ning, cheer them on if they're
Willie C. Owens was the
are: Leadership, Scholarship, losing because win or lose they quietest boy in the siphmore
Service and Character. In are and always will be the il- class? Bertrand Shores would
scholarship you must possess lustrious
and
incomparable settle down (what a wonderful
an A average in the 10th grade. Tigers.
world this would be!) Helen
You must also excel in service. Someone once said "Silence Fields could get an "A" in
character and leadership abil- in golden" but not in this case physical education!.
ities. Are you eligible?
because it is actually the spirit
Elmo Logan was "Mr. PerBUSINESS LEAD R ENDORSES KENNEDY
SENIOR CLASS
that keeps any team going. Be sonality" of the junior class.
Maceo Walker, sr., Memphis civic leader and
A.
Our senior class this year proud of your team; show them Marilyn Vaulx could find the
chairman and president of Universal Life
board
has promised to be one of the how you feel about them and right man? Terry Edwards (Dr.
Company, says, "I am supporting
Insurance
best classes we've ever had. I'm sure it will be a great feel- Edwards) could sing as well
Senator John Kennedy for president because he
To prove this they have elect- ing everytime.
as he knows chemistry.
will furnish America vigorous, forceful, inteled their officers for the com- Try letting the Tigers know Helen Coleman would light
up HEDGEM.eN AT LEMOYNE of Lemoyne college conferring
pictured here, left to right,
diking year and with the fine young how you feel about them in our chemistry room
and liberal leadership. He is 100 per cent
—
ligent
Dr.
Anna
Arnold
Hedge. with students and delivering are; Sara
like her
Lewis,
Oily
Neal,
',ladies and men to lead them our next game!
for the minimum wage bill, medical assistance to
sister did instead of lighting man, formerly an assistant lectures. She is shown sur- 011ie
M. Ste-wart, Ernestine
they will be the best class, we TOP COUPLES
the
aged and the civil rights plank of the Demoup the heart of drum major — to Mayor Robert F. Wagner rounded by inquisitive stu- Lee
(Miss LeMoyne) Gerldine
have ever had!!
Shirley Harrison and Billy Daniel Brown. (Well, Daniel?) of New York City, spent three dents after
she had addressed
Party platform. Senator Kennedy also believes
Douthet, Evander F o r d,
The senior class officers are: Moore, Graphina McGill and WEEKLY QUESTION
days oa the beautiful campus a student
assembly. Students Florida Adams, Mary A.
adequate defense is imperative for 'peace
that
Johnny IleGlowan, president; Roscoe Nevels, Norma Bowie
Roosevelt Chardson — when
Chaney
and
these trouble times."
Katie
McMurtry.
during
Clifton Tucker. vice president; and Ike Robinson, Don Wil- are you going to put your
finLavern Macklin. secretary; De- liams and Glenda Warren, ger on the girl of your dreams?
lores Cleaves, assistant secre- Celeste McKinney and James (One of your friends said she's
tary; Billy Mitchell, treasurer; Marshall.
right here at Manassas! And
Nellie Crigler, chaplain; Eugene OFF THE GRAPEVINE
she and your close friend have
Davis. business manager; Bob- Leon Hurd is singing "It's the same initial — Roosevelt
by Clemmons, parliamentarian; Just A Matter Of Time" to Iva I do believe you are blushing!!
Jackson (well, Iva?) Henry Until next week readers
and Venita Kelly, reporter.
Montgomery has declared his BCNU.
SPOTLIGHT
This week's spotlight falls on love for Betty Hurst. He refers
a very charming and versatile to Betty as the answer to his
The Reverend Charles M.
....oung lady. She is Linnie Lott, teenage prayer,food when he's Remus of Sussex. England, is
a junior in tie 11-7 home room hungry, his inspiration when credited with the development
in which Miss R. Eddins is solving geometric problems and of the hydroplane form in 1890.
teacher. Linnie resides with her water when he's thirsty. (This Remus' early hydro was a flatparents, Mr. an' Mrs. Eli Lott boy's got it bad — acute illus- bottomed boat fitted with a seions of the mind that is) Since ries of sawtooth-like multiple
4111Vf 1158 Tulley s..
Perhaps Linnie is best known Marva Crawford became a inclined planes.
for her excellent leadership
—
abilities exemplified with the
Deburette Social .
play the
club where she served as presiKroger shoppers in the Mclemore - Wellington area will welcome the additional shopping space in this popular
,••••
dent last year.
South
Memphis Kroger Store, since it has been remodeled. Now we are able to bring you greater variety, easier shopping
Linnie hag de—
and
RLICTRIC CHORD ORGAN
faster check-out service. And for the first 200 customers T uesday through Saturday, October 8th
onstrated by her
actions each an,i
every day that
there are some
lady-like young
EARLY-BIRD FRESH
ladies still exLett
isting today.
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1
0
TOP VALUE STAMPS
Around our campus Linnie
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serves as treasurer of the Student Council, vice president of
FOR
the Latin club, and a member
of the Senior Girl Scouts.
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Embassy
In religious life Linnie is a
fec
Quart 109c
member of the Pleasant Green
ur
each Om
Baptist church with Rev. E. L
cKinney as pastor. She is al100 EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS
Country Club
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without a singla
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Sunday School and there she
through Saturdday, October B. limit
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Gallon
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Tobacco Items
serves as a primary Sunday
excluded
School teacher.
Upon graduating from ManU. S. GOVT. GRADE "A"
"Cacklin' Fresh!" KROGER
asses Linnie plans to furtheri
her education in the field of
Dozen
science as a dietician. Hats
off!! To this fine young lady.
SPORTS
Our football team with a reEVAPORATED
cord of 3-0 is the envy of most
all schools. We have played and
For A
defeated all we've met.
Thousand
The Tigers are known for suUses!
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YOUR KROGER STORE
at Mclemore and Wellington is having a big

REMODELING SALE!
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A Special week-long sale, at this store only!

200 FREE GIFTS EACH DAY

tonight!
in your
own
home

FREE 100 EXTRA

KROGER BREAD

Strawberry Preserves

4

Swift's Ice Cream
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Triple-Action Washer
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LARGE EGGS
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SMOKED PICNICS

Lorry "The Kid" Rusin

937 S. Cooper
BR. 6-3986
BR. 4-0111

lb 45` Fat Back

Sliced Bacon 49` Pig Feet

lb.

25c

10 Spare Ribs

39`

eac„ 5' Bacon Ends & Pieces :„'„b 79`
TAKE YOUR CHOICE

tor any kid!
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Head
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50 FREE
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MOTHER'S BEST FLOUR Nam 55c Self-Risins 57c

SO FREE
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RCA Portable TV!
For
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The more you
better
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this
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Ike Rejects Nadia Meet

41.

DEFENDER
Sat., Oct. 8,

1 WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
President Eisenhower Monday
call by five
night rejected
neutral nations for a meeting
between him and Soviet Prem-

1960

craw

Petition) Advertivament)

ier Nikita Khrushchev because
Russian words and actions give
no reason tg believe the meeting would hold any promise of
success.
(Pais reditItal Advertisement)
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concern ourselves and ourgOc per Lb
Hams
heat. When luke warm, add vanill
Country
Old
Year
One
meaning$1 10 per Lb
selves fully and
it's
and
,
spread
to
right
it's
TING
Hams
until
Country
FROS
E
Old
Beat
Three Year
FROST WITH FUDG
Sic per Lb
4 Lb SOW
fully to the things having greatReal Country Hickory Smoked Sausage r3 to
so good.
4,
2 cups sugar
SSc per Lb
.
Slabi
Lb
to
10
value.
4
est
Bacon
Lean Hickory Smoked
ate
chocol
$1 SS per Lb
oz.
2
sod
$1.31
t
that
the
though
of
ne
It is a forego
REV. J L. GARDNER
More beat the heat ideas next time.
Sliced Country Ham
,PLUS POSTAGE)
2 tbsp. white corn sugar
Free Will Spiritual church, 882'if our efforts will ever amount
ORDER
Bye for now,
a I cup milk
WE SHIP COD OR SEND CHECK—GUARANTEED GOOD
Randle, takes this method to to anything they must be basbutter
tbls.
2
Jana Porter
than:. all the hundreds of friends ed upon a seriousness that will
I tsp. vanilla
who took part in his anniversary, make for us doing a job be1
program held last week at the coming to the responsibilities
Motel Phone, VI 2-0152, Business Phone, VI 2.-i14
Ky.
Grego,
g
Bowlin
St.,
lit
church. People visited from all of our day. The indifference
Oa Bypass 31.W Route. 251
over to pay homage to "The shown by many responsible
2
Residence Phones, VI 2-015
little Bo) Wonder," as he's people in responsible places
affectionately called. Reverend can be held accountable f o r
Gardner says if he can he of much of our modern day's conany service to anyone. to call dition. Everything points to the
Little Boy Wonder at Glendale fact that early we must rise up
113s, or write him at 2311 to the occasion before us and
lo that with all of our might.
Carnes, Memphis 4, Tenn.

UGLY SKIN PRURMS

ALL AROUND TOWN

mp
They're Talking About The Bargains Available At The Quality Sta
Will
Redemption Centers. Shop Where You See This Symbol And You
Know You Are Getting Quality Products.

CHOIR ROBES

There Is A Quality Stamp Redemption
Center In Your Neighborhood Browse
Around.

Lumumba Turns
Attacks On U.S.

;hrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

itops Itch—Relieves Pain

JIMMIE SIODENS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL

New
Park
Cemetery
that went up from
TALENT, TALENT Galore is cry
of Memphis
listeners of a recent Big Star Food Stores
every Saturday
and the Mid-South talent show beard
they beard this
morning on Radio Station WDIA, when
group is typical
group of young men and women. This
sing calibre of
surpri
imes
somet
of the tremendous and
so good about it,
what's
And
show.
the
on
heard
talent
a talent apYOU caa be on the show too. If you have

Straighten your hair
at HOME in
one easy application!
Now you can have the longer looking, straight hair
you've admired. The easy, Silky Strate home method
gives you professional-type remits, leaves your hair
easy to manage, ready to style as you desire. Your
hair stays straight longer, won't go back even in hottest,
humid weather. Easy-to-follow directions, money-back
guarantee in every package.
GENTLE strength for WORlin and
children's longer, finer hair.
REGULAR strength for men's shorty., coarser hair.
$1125
OUNCE MR
919 T
wale Neatrelism
templete Nose sit still

ales rga

AT ALL COSMETIC COUNTERS

The South's Most Beautiful Contft•ry
10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis

4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-581 1
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NEWS!) ‘
15..1
HERE IT IS!
THE CONTEST
You've Been Waiting For!
A GALAXY OF PRIZES!
,t:Apwialw.''
„

'

.kt

•

1.

S

25

ghnes0 •

BIG
PRIZES!

21
CONTESTS'.
IN ONE!

3 BICYCLES WILL

BE AWARDED ON JANUARY 8, 1961

O NOW

A NEWSBOYS CONTEST FOR NEW BOYS AS WELL AS "REGULARS."

!
• TWO CONTESTS IN ONE

FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!'
MAIL or BRING to THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
CLIP AND MAIL
TR! - STATE DEFENDER
236 So. WELLINGTON
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

PRIZES FOR REGULAR BOYS

RULES:
The cootest wlH be bes•il ea the member ef your average ingress* ortor year base.
2. Your base will be the *amber of papers yew sold for October 24.

V.

8. The base for say new bay will be 0.
4. Your template ropart mast be mod* ever! week.
S. You most sell papers each week of the contest.
6. Employees 04 the Tri-State Defend*, and mernben of their family are ineligible
fey this (lastest.

Read The Rules Very Carefully
And Then Get Started Toward
That Wonderful Bicycle!
CONTEST DATES:

October 5 thrw January II, 1961

1st Bicycle (Rollfast Middle
Weight)
2nd Bicycle (Rollflast Middle
Weight)
3rd Bulovo Wrist Watch
4th DeWald 3-way Radio
5th Catcher's Mit
6th Fielder's Glove
7th Football Helmet
ith Shoulder Pads

9th Rollfast Roller Skates
10th Genuine Leather Brief Case
11th Dick Tracy Wrist Radio
12th Official Baseball
13th °Oleic! Football
14th Hickory Baseball Bat
15th Chtmcraft Chemistry Set
16th 4 Barrell Money Changer •
17th-20th Flashlight (Camp-Type)

FIRST NAME
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE

PRIZES FOR NEW BOYS
1st Bicycle (Rollfast)
2nd Ingraham Wrist Watch
3rd Holiday Camera

I would Ilk, to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier. I
understand that I will be eligible to earn extra spending money
and win valuable prizes.
I have 10 or more customers ( ) I would like a route ( )

4th Build-it-yourself Motor Kit
Sth-6th Flashlight (Comp-Type)

MIDDLE
CITY

AGE

LAST NAME

STATE

ZONE
BOY

GIRL

I would like my SON I daughter to make some spending money and tot
early business training like most sif America's great men.
PARENT AND GUARDIAN

Being Frank

A.B.C. Tri-State Defender A.B.C.
1h. South'. Iaftp.adwist W**kir

Ahem, hoopla, Please
Aad Prattling.
By FRANK L STANLEY

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The re- taneousle, and with effect, we
cent expose in the Louisville demonstrate that we will not
daily press of a division in be hemmed in on one front.
and move- _ Likewise, when both the
Negro leadership
ments, the difference of tech- NAACP and the Urban League
niques, is not uncommon. Gone campaign for jobs concurrentIll)
mite
n
is the day when Negroes have ly; or when they respectively
special Subscriptio
Sobscriptioa ,at: Osi• year $6; Os mouths $3.10.
a single leader. We are too follow up the pickets by conTu. Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Respossibility tor unsolicited Manuscripts et Photos.
Americanized and too adept in ference tc work out a change
democratic techniques to travel in policy, we exhibit a necesPublished Every Thursday by the Tri-State Defender Publishing Co Entered as Socead
only one road or follow one sary many-fronted attack. The
of a single
obvious danger
person.
Class Matte, at Hie Memphis Post Office March 20 1)52. Under Act et Marsh 1, 11171.
is that
movement
or
leader
NeLike oer white brothers,
whole
the
AREA
TE
stopped,
TRI-STA
is
it
THE
once
IN
S
NEGROE
0
SERVING 1,000,00
groes run the whole scale of
Also, when too
ceases.
fight
ambitions.
and
human emotions
and movements
There are diversified schools many leaders
confuse and
of thought on how social action at cross purposes
ies, 'victory
opportunit
destroy
can best be achieved. There
are equally as many motiva- is delayed
progress — all cruThe prominence ascribed to the Con- ing, in the heat of emotion, is regarded tions. Moreover, Negroes have All social
had three ingredihave
sade-,
partial by one who takes him- developed many leaders of all ents! (1) radicals, whom I prego question in the agenda of the present as more
s,
affiliation
and
sects,
ages,
self the position of a party than strict just
fer to call, people so endowed
as all people have.
session of the UN Assembly is an invigwitl. a sense of freedom that
ity."
impartial
Thus it is not surprising to they wit' speak up and out at
orating testimony of the growing
es
Despite the eloquent assuranc
see some half dozen local lead- all times against human inawareness of the importance of Africa
given by the Secretary General, the Con- ers pursuing a rather individ- justice. These bold expressionin world affairs.
ualistic and self-appeasing progo disorders continue to be the dominat- gram. The need to get into ist hese not been buttressed
bedelivered
by those who stand-in, sit-in
address
Every major
ing issue in the General Assembly. The the act — to inspire and unite and kneel-in. (2) The second
starting
body,
fore the international
focal point of interest, however, is not one's followship, to compete group comprises the moderates,
with President Eisenhower's speech, the internal constitutional crisis which with other militant and more those not focally for or against,
s — all but who quietly approve social
made the Congo and the rest of free Af- is sapping away the energy of the local publicized tomovement
the rise of more change and who often work out
contribute
rica the central point of discussion.
leaders, but the danger of external inter- Negro leaders on the integra- thc future programs once the
Khrushchev of Russia and Castro of, ference that is disturbing to both the tion front who are as highly liberals prompt the conservatrained and capable as their tives (third ingredient) to reCuba devoted much time and attention Communist and the democratic camps. adversaries.
lent at least in part or wholly.
to the problems incidental to the strugPrime Minister Macmillan of Britain Moreover, disagreement with Louisville has all of these
gle for control of the black continent. defended Hammarskjold's policies in the prior methods, impatience with necessary soldiers on its civil
in rights firing lines.
The Russian Premier stirred up a hor- Congo with such vigor that he touched the slowness of integrationplus
public accommodations,
The major need is for them
net's nest when he used the unsuccess- off a shouting and arm-waving demon- the inspiring success stories of to coordinate their efforts to
ful UN handling of the turmoil in the stration by t h e embittered Premier other leaders and places, serve realize that complete victory
to fire the ambition of those in will require not only the indiCongo as a basis for censuring Secretary Khrushchey.
a positior of or to assume mili- vidual efforts of all, but mutual
General Dag Hammarskjold and for inMacmillan confirmed the view that tant leadership.
cooperation and respect for
sisting on the elimination of the Sec- was already apparent that the Western Frankly I think all of this is each other in this all-out and
long as all-important fight. Who does
retariat.
powers will outdo themselves to keep healthy and helpful soprogress.
what is not nearly as important
impede
it does not
In defending his position, Mr. Ham- Russian influence not only out of the It is imperative that we make as how nearer we adfvance
marskjold declared; "The question be- Congo but out of Africa altogether.
a many pronged frontal attack each day toward ultimate goals.
This is not an individual honthe same time — an underat
longer
no
British
is
y
the
Assembl
praised
n
General
fore the
M. Macmilla
lead- or., race. It is a collective
single
one
no
which
taking
one of certain actions but one of the colonial policy which in recent years has er or group can assume effec- army oi oppressed and discriminated people fighting together
principles guiding them. Time and shown marked concern about Africa's tively.
dignity,
again, the United Nations has had to desire for political independence. He re- Thus when one group pickets cn all fronts for human
stores and an- whi-h when attained will justly
Street
Fourth
face situations in which a wrong move viewed his country's past history in other Algonquin Manor Shop- reward all who sacrificed and
.
might have tended to throw the weight terms of a systematic benevolent atti- ping Center, somewhat simul- fought to achieve it.
Home Office: 236 South Wellington — Phone JA. 64397
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Africa And The Great Powers

LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Simple And Castro

that hotel and meet that
"I'll bet the FBI must have "Which is more than any. at
He'd write some new Civ.
did,"
rat.
ever
rs
politiciane
white
wondered where so many Nesal Simple. "I never heard Rights planks then.
groes came from last week in of them patronzing colored ho- "A nice place to send Ke
Harlen.," said Simple, ''stand- tels. Now maybe Nixon and nedy to would be that hotel
ing on the corner of 125th and Kennedy will, spend a night at in New Orleans just off RamSeventh in front of the Hotel the Theresa whilst campaign- part st., which has a little night
Theresa cheering and holler- ins every-which-a-where, also club on the first floor and the
ing everytime a beard looked at the Gotham in Detroit, the muse plays so loud all night
out a window because they Majecti( in Cleveland, the Clark long nobody can sleep. Also
this
he
of
but
favor
in
of the organization over
tude toward subject-countries,
thought it must be Castro." in Los Angeles, and the South- the walls is so thin you can
or that specific party in a conflict of a cautiously skipped those .periods when
"There were certainly a lot way in Chicago. I would love hear your next door neighbor
primarily domestic character.
England crushed ruthlessly every atof people milling around out- to see Nixon in a colored ho- thinking. From the lunch counside the hotel," I said. "I tel.
ter downstairs you can smell
"To permit that to happen is indeed tempt by the native population for freea thousand folks I knew. "Why?" I asked
saw
red beans and rice cooking
y.
to intervene in domestic affairs contra- dom and political autonom
and ten thousand I didn't know. "If I was to tell you, you two hours before breakfast in
This great show of interest in the
ry to the letter and the spirit of the
Looks like every Negro and would think I was not a race the morning. Kennedy ought to
might
believe,
we
his brother was passing by the ma:.," said Simple.
be able to write some fine
Africa,
basic
the
free
course
of
of
is
future
This
charter . ..
Theres:. while Castro was in "There are some quite good campaign speeches in a hote
Rusnot
had
fore
at
the
out
to
spelled
not have come,
reason for the principle
residence. I haven't seen such colored hotels." I said "includ- like that.
the very first stage of the Congo opera- sia displayed a measure of interest in
a crowd on that corner since :ng the ones you mention."
"And he sure would be o
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Miss ready has been appealed to a Jcs Louis used to make that
champion of equal righ
great
tion, and approved by the Security African affairs. Without Russia's threat Patricia
quite
Ann Shuttlesworth.17. higher court, the Rev. Martin hotel a stopping place after his 'And there are some
ever found out what
he
if
ban ones," said Simple. "When
Council, to the effect that the United of extending her influence to the black who recently refused to ride Luther King, president of championship, fights."
to be unequal to m
mean
running
man
Nations force is not under the orders of continent, there would have been no or- segregated on a Greyhound the Southern Christian Leader- "Castro and Joe Louis," said I were a young
who are
transients
night
on the road before the days
Birm- ship Conference, declared!
too bad one had of integration, if you was my looking for a place to sleep -It
"It's
a government requesting its assistance ganized massive commitments on the bus has filed suit to force
Simple.
ingham airport limousines to "Alabama Justice has dropped
to turn the other down on ac- color you could not stay in like a candidate for presided!'
and cannot be permitted to become a welfare of Africa as we are witnessing take Negro passengers.
to a new low."
reading
oi American white, folks.
count
hotel. I is after a hard day of
party to any internal conflict, be it one today. We hope that these proffers of She asked the U.S. District Comtnenting on the charge I bet some white folks are nothing but a colored
write. How
didn't
he
speeches
bobidstayed in some that was
the children wlio spent the
do you reckon politicianer
in which the government is engaged help are not mere gestures designed to Court to restrain the limousine of
making that publicity money dling blips!"
the night in the Gasden jail that
"from
continuing
owners
of
instead
know what they believe the
now,
Castro
of
subout
giving
from
asked.
s
I
"
countrie
keep other
or not.
"Like, for instance?
noxious practice of denying the the younger girl was slapped Joe."
hen other folks writ
selves—w
"Like in which the bellboy
use of the airport limousine and that Fred, jr., was "nearly
their planks
"It is common experience that noth- stantial assistance to the Africans.
speeches,
their
read
I
so
what
is
lunch,
to
know
gone
I
was always
service to Negro persons who choked to death" when he "All
? The pa
platforms
their
and
I
"But
yoi had to carry your own
use the ficilities of the airport came to her aid, Wyatt Tee in the papers," I said.
peopl
several
that
say
pers
needs public- bags. Like also in which, if
to going about their affairs." Walker, SCIC's directa., said don't think Castro
r's speech
Eisenhowe
write
help
headlines
was
made
it
there was an elevator,
that this ity nien. He
The suit of Miss Shuttles- "we area amazed
at the UN. No wonder h
the all by himself just by moving always broke down, and you
when
happened
have
could
In
black.
or
white
whether
,
pathizers
is
Rev.
the
over it."
stumbleci
worth, daughter ef
The struggle to secure civil rights
that
Like
"
ha to walk upstairs.
matter of interstate travel was to Harlem
secrerth,
L.
Fred
Shuttleswo
defende,
27
Tennesse
all that got to d
has
hotel in Cincinnati where a "What
ago."
now concentrated on the most important Haywood County,
of the southern Christian settled so many years
tary
the Hotel The
and
Castro
the
with
under
to
hole
alleged
are
a
ants, including two banks,
Len Holt of rat lived in
Leadership Conference and di- "Multiple damage suits will with her attorney,
of all, the right to vote; the denial of
I asked.
resa?"
years.
twenty
for
the
steps
on
were
have conducted an economic campaign rector oi the Southern Con- be filed against the Greyhound Norfolk, Va. They
"ex
this right lies heavily on the consciences
way from Atlanta, Ga., to 'He got to know all the col- "Nothing," said Simple,
to keep Negroes away from the polls. ference Educational Fund, fol- Lines, the City of Gasden, and
don't read hi
Castro
flies
cept
they
whenever
rs
musiciane
Ala.
oret'.
of many Southerners to whom integratlowed the conviction of Patricia the arresting officers," he Gadsden,
the speeches off of no paper. H
There 6,500 white adults in the coun- and
Her suit and that of her fath- came through town with
two younger Shuttleworth added.
ed schools are anathema.
just speaks them right out
come
would
rat
That
vote,
that
the
bands.
have
ty, nearly all of whom
children on a delinquency The suit by Miss Shuttles- er artainst Dobbs charge
was
hie mouth. Which makes m
who
see
to
Acting on the provisions of the new while of 7,921 Negro adults only some charge when they refused to worth against the Birmingham denial of riding and eating ote to the desk
wh
g in. They say once think Castro might know
Civil Rights Act which empower the At- 300 are registered voters. Until May, ride a segregated bus Aug. 16. airport limousine co., was fil- facilities is in violation of their registerin
At lea
about.
talking
is
he
Lips
Hot
at
up
looked
In addition to Patricia, Ruby ed through her father who at rights under the U.S. Constitu- that rat
thoughts come off his o
torney General to seek court action 1960, there were none at all. But then Fredrika,
15, and Fred, jr., 14. the same time filed another tion, and specifically the Four- Page and said. "Good evening, his
not some body else
Cintongue,
in
you
seen
ain't
I
othagainst persons trying to prevent
the efforts of a Civic and Welfare were found guilty hy Judge suit to open the airport eating teenth Amendment. Each suit Hots,ati for a right smart time." typewriter. And his beard is
ers, by intimidation, threats or coercion, League which had been set up in 1959 to Rayburn m the Entowah Coun- facilities to Negroes. Defen- seeks $33,000 in compensatory cin
Nixon ought to stop overnight his own chin, too."
Juvenile court, Gasden, Ala., dant in Mr. Shuttlesworth's and punitive damages.
from exercising their voting rights. The encourage Negro registration and vot- ty
because they refused to move suit is Dobbs Hou-c, which opFederal government has recently ing began to take effect.
to the rear of a Greyhound bus erates the airport restaurant.
Miss Shuttlesworth said she
brought two cases to court. One was
As soon as the League was formed traveling from Monteagle. was refused
a ride in the airAla.
am,
to
Birmingh
Tenn.
merely a continuation of a long drawn wholesalers refused to deal with Negro 'A NEW LOW'
port limousine after her arriout affair.
merchants or even to trade with whites Of their conviction which al val at the airpert or Sept. 16

Shuttlesworths
File More Suits

The Right To Vote

Tells Buffalo Meet UN
'Two -Faced' In Africa

Last week, a Federal judge finally dealing with Negroes who were active in semeeemeemmimilummininummemeeemillitilimetimmiememmilirniimmemilin
ordered three registrars in Terrell Coun- the drive for registration. Negroes lost
ty, Georgia, to place four Negro college their jobs and their sharecropping and
graduates on the voting rolls. They had tenant farming agreements were canpreviously been disqualified, on ficti- - celled. And credit and loans were refustious grounds, for being illiterate.
ed to them. Even if this challenge to the
But the other case is the first occa- white boycott is upheld by the court and
sion on which the 1960 Act has been injunction is issued against these pracused to check economic pressure on tices, it remains to be seen whether it
would-be Negro voters and their sym- will be effective.

SO WHAT?

president izens. M. A. forces played is
BUFFALO — Joseph Walker, Mrs. Vera Spruill,
cited large part in the petition cam:
Alliance
of the Mothers
reporter for the Empire Star,
M. Mald;,
the militant record of the M. paign to put Clarence
speaking at a large public A., which includes the breaking ney on the ballot.
Mrs. Rita Johnson, an officer
meeting last week of the Moth- of Grant's discriminatory polithe Mothers Alliance, warn.
of
consecueight
and
nohiring,
the
in
cy
attacked
ers Alliance
of the onslaught againsi
ed
Woolpicketing
licies of the United Nations in tive weeks of
shown hi
wOrsin support of the sit-ins. welfare recipients as
Africa.
and th
law
lief
for-re
workthe
and
has
Buffalo
that
He told the interracial au- to show
n
must
that
oath
paupers
strugpace with the
dience. assembled to discuss will keep
the first time be taken
and
for
justice
freedom,
for
gles
the advancing struggles of the
Erie County.
colonial peoples and the South- equality.
Rev.
the
speaker,
Another
ern sit-in movement, the U. N.
Hilliard, chairman of
practices were "two-faced." Clarence
e to Elect a NeCommitte
the
He said the U. N."interfer- gro Judge, told the audience
red" in the Congo to try and that there has never been a Nekeep a national leadership gro judge in Buffalo. where
more sympathetic to western there are over 70,000 Negro citnations in power with complete
disregard for the wants of the
RALIEGH, N. C., — The
Congolese masses who support
ktoNTGOM -ERY, Ala T th- duration of the inspection, been- discriminated against In
General Baptist r'onvention of
Lumumha. He said at the same
(UPI) — Officials said Satur- he said, although "The closing their repeated efforts to beNorth Carelina, l.c., at a onei
time the U. N. merely passed
day they would refuse to regis- of our office at this time will, come registered voters in this
day session held last month,
a "do nothing" resolution when
ter voters so long as the FBI we believe, prevent a large
on the campus of Shaw unI•
79 African workers were shot
Is checking local records for number of Montgomery County former capital of the confedversity voted unanimously to
as they protested South African
eracy.
evidence of civil rights viola- citizens. . from voting in the
take over the University's care,
aparthied laws.
general election in Novem- Commission field agents
dons.
Barbara Rowland, an officer MEMPHIS, — The 12-mem- tal indebtedness in the amount
"checked out" more than 45
ber."
its
lx
gins
agency
The federal
the Dante Tenants Defense ber family of L. T. Anderson, of S291,500.
of
U. S
probe next Tuesday but has U.S. Middle District Judge complaints before asking
pointed out the need Fayette County farmer perse- The American Baptist ColeLeague,
P.
,
Rogers
Willie
Gen.
Atty.
orderjr.,
given no indication haw long it Frank M.. Johnson,
people to organ- cuted for registering to vote, vention has also allocated
for
oppressed
will need to copy the records. ed the Board of Registrars last ts secure the records.
and fight back last week received $705 in con- Shaw University ths sum
out,
speak
ize,
"It is obvious that our office Friday to surrerier its records Dinkins said, "The action of
being attacked tributions solicited through the $90000 from its Christian
are
they
when
cannot function while our rec- to federal agents. The local FBI the government appears to be
er Education Challenge
to
an
even lower local NAACP.
or
driven
ords are in the possession of bureau will make the examina- purely political, aimed at the
on paign. The funds will b d
resides
'if
told
She
living.
of
now
standard
family
The
the federal police." Crym Din- tion for the civil rights com- large mass of Negro voters in
the 10-month battle to save Tyler's farm. Route 1, Bell. nated for capital and educe
the North, and we do not sup
kins, chairman of the Mont- mission.
Dante Project, a low-income Tenn. W C. Patton. field secre-, al nurposes
pose that the problem of Mont "SPEAKIN' OF BASEBALL . . THAT CHIC WON'T housing project from being congomery County Board of Regis- NUMEROUS COMPLAINTS
tary-at•large, reports that con- Shaw University Is a Rapti
The rommission asked for the gomery voters fa of much im
trars, said.
LET YOU GET T' FIRST BASE IF YOU AREN'T
verted into a private middle- tribution' will be needed until church reisted institution foun
"Re^.stration of %niers will robe after receiving 'newer- Portance to the Attorney Gen
income housing development. the family is rehabilitated.
WILLIN' TO SACRIFICE."
ed in lIMS
therefore be suspended- for ous complaints" Negroes have eral of the United States.

FBI Probe Halts Ala.
Voter Registration

.1

Takes Over
Shaw's Debts

NAACP Aids
Tenn. Family
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'Family Care' Venture
411elps The Mentally III
WAYNETOWN, Ind. — If offer the veterans opportunity next to the hotel. He plans to
you're driving through Wayne to lead normal lives along lines convert it into a hobby shop
town, Ind., and need a place to considered medically advisable. where the men can make toys
Although the patient is a pay under guidance of hospital manspend the night, don't bother to ing guest, he soon is accepted ual rts
therapists.
inquire at the red brick hotel as one of the family.
Dr. Otto Schaefer, manager
on Main st., or at the house All of these patients have at Danville hospital, has never
with the "Tourist" sign two some funds of their own avail- regretted the approval he gave
able for rent and personal ex- the project some years ago. Ills
doors down.
penses. Thus, the foster home social service staff members
Both places are always filled is never a question of charity. regularly confer with the Small
with perhaps the most exclus- Just recently, Small found he family, to evaluate the progress
ive guest lists in the country. could take over a vacant store and welfare of the patients.
More than two dozen patients
from the Veterans Administratjen's mental hospital at Danville, HI., live there.
kctually, the hotel and tour-
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Dear Mme. Chante: I have working Woman, 5 feet 11 Intea . your column with the ches tall. 180 lbs, medium
greatest of pleasure. You have brown skin. Would like to meet
helped so many lonely people, a Christian man between 45
I hope you can help me. I am and 60 who doesn't smoke or
45, 5 feet, 5 inches tall, 165 lbs. drink. He must be a man who
light browr complexion, self will appreciate a wife working
employed as a beautician, with him to accomplish someWould like to correspond with ;bins in life I will answer all
VIOULDW1 VIOltirt ISIba4/ 11 100 Pftii(41 IP or MEC%
someone who desires worth- letters. Octavia Brown, Gen.
YOUR n.ksvict...rf wart t ywerr exit II6 `ICARS 1)3 WWII..
while friendship. Will answer era' Delivery. Chicago, III.
...Wu- Se era94046 -Me /11)ViCe ,te VioULDKT Pain
• ••
all letters. Please enclose all
i1411 ON 011/110Plksi*IM
details along with photo that Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
will be returned upon request, Christian woman, 40 years old
Arletha Williams. 712 Westwood dark complexion. 150 lbs, 5
ave., Dayton 7, Ohio.
feet, 6 inches tall. Do not
•••
smoke, drink or dance, Would
Dear Mine. Chante: I have like a Christian gentleman
been reading your column for around my age to correspond
sometime I imagine you have with. I am living in a Latin
helped many people with prob• kmerican country, a few miles
lems such as mine. I have from Venezula. WW answer all
for
three letters. Veronica Richardson
been in Chicago
months and as yet I have 11- tc Weg 21, Curacoa, N. A.
• ••
not met any woman who wants
sor 'thing out of life other tlaan
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
just fun. I would like to meet like very much to exchange
with women letters and photos with a de•
and correspond
betweer. the ages of 20 and 40. cent service man. One
who
am 34 5 feet, 6 inches tall, would like to meet and corre147 lbs. If not sincere please epond with a decent lady 30
do not write Send photo in years old, 5 feet, 5 inches tall,
first letter. All letters will be pleasant personality. I love to
answered. Kemieth Hill, 1467 coo's and keep house; also emN, Clybourn Chicago 10, Ill. ployed. Would prefer meeting
•• •
a career service man with high
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a ideals. I will do the same.
tall girl, 29 years old. Have Millie Long, 6639 Greenwood.
been told that 1 am attractive, Chicago 37, Ill., care of Booth
•• •
have a nice figure. Would like
to meet someone who wants a Dear Mme. Chante: I have
future and believes in modera been reading your column for
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — include advances in in..Jical
lion in all things. All non-un- sometime, but this is my first Young men and women in the care and sanitation, improved
derstatiding men need not both- time to write. I am 58 years U.S. now average about 2 inch- knowledge of nutrition and the
er as I have made my mis• old, dark brown complexion, es taller than those of 60 years abundance of food, and the
takes by which I have profit- 165 lbs. 5 feet, 3 inches tall. ago, according to an agricul- steady improvement in the ecoed. Frances Arrington, 3016 Would like a good mate be- ture department report. They nomic condition of most of the
Chelsea Terrace, Baltimore 16, tween the ages of 59 and 65. also are heavier.
people.
Md.
Please send picture in first
Comparisons of college womnow
Men
average 691
2 inches
/
• ••
letter and I shall do the same tall and women 04/
2 inches. Be- en with their mothers and col1
Dear Mme. Chante: I would and answer all letters. Julia fore the turn of the century lege men with their father'
like to correspond with young Henson, 505 Crockran at., Drew, average heights were 67Ls inch- show that the younger generaintelligent gentlemen between Miss.
es for men and 62,,2 inches for tion in recent years has averagthe ages of 24 and 30 years
ed about an inch taller than
women.
He must be 5 FEET 11
INthe older grcup.
The report contains results
CHES TALL AND OVER. He
Sons weighed from 5 to 10
of several studies of heights and
must be fairly nice looking,
DR. HOMER E. FAVOR
pounds
more than their fathers,
weights of U.S. adults during
neat, ambitious and must want
and daughters averaged 2 to
the
100
last
years.
to get ahead and want the nicer
pounds heavier than their mothings in life. He must also
They include results of a na- thers.
nave a great amount of respect
tion-wide study in 1930 of 160,000
Heights of college men and
for religion (I am of the Bapcollege freshmen made by the women seem to average slight—
Fla.
VILLE,
inches
JACKSON
10
feet
5
faith). I'm
American College Health Asso- ly more than the general avtall, considered attractive by Speaking before a crowd of ciation; heights and weights of erage.
many, and even though pleas- more than 1,000 enthusiastic 9,000 families interview in the
Average weight of college
ingly plump, I am considered NAACP members and suppor- department's 1955 nation-wide
women has risen from 118 to
Leon
A.
Rev.
the
Sunday,
ters,
nicely
built.
property values with Negro ocfood consumption survey, and 127 pounds, an increase of 4
cupancy. Little has been done If you are care-free and are Lowry, president of the Florida yearly records of college fresh- pounds per inch of added height.
please, State Conference of NAACP men at Smith, Vassar, Amherst,
in the way of studies to test the not settled in mind,
The men's average weight has
validity of the generalization. please do not waste you time Branches, called for strong sup- and Yale dating back to 1860. increased from 135 to about 157
and mine answering this letter. port of the "Selective Buyer's"
Department scientists believe pounds, representing a gain of
Dr. Favor analyzed the 22,791
I have sent off for some plc- program recently put into efsales of residential properties. lures, and hope to receive them feet by the Jacksonville NAACP the changes are due to a com- about 7 pounds per inch of addbination of many factors. Thse ed height.
The principal findings of Dr. in the near future. Miss May- Youth Council.
Favors study support the ma- lene Fulton, 601 E. 36th it, The Rev. Mr. Lowry told a
jor hypothesis, namely, that Apt. 514, Chicago 54, Ill.
cheering audience that they
•• •
property values do not invari"must combine forces, talents,
ably decline when Negroes are Dear Mme. Chante: I read energies and finances to whip
admitted to previously restrict- your column often and know a common enemy . . . racial
ed neighborhoods.
that you have helped many segregation and discriminaThere is every indication that
lonely people find true love. 1 tion."
changes in these values are
The meeting was the fifth in
also hope you can help me, I
closely aligned with property
ani 49, 5 feet, 4 inches tall, a series of Sunday meetings
BOSTON — One of Africa's lie also taught in native see
value maintenance present in
Color or age is not held by the NAACP Youth
145 lbs
leading
the area. Furthermore, supply
journalists, Nathan Sha- ondary schools before turning
important. I shall answer all Council to acquaint the public
to newspaper work.
and demand analysis offers a
letters. Please send photo in with the program to end racial muyarira, recently spoke at
Apart from the press, his
logical explanation to variations
discrimination
University's Faculty interests
Boston
first letter Wilbur J. Collins, segregation and
range from American
in these values.
Club, His talk was sponsored Indian reservations to the auto920 N. Alabama at., Indianap- in Jacksonville.
Property value performance ohs, Ind.
Speakers at the earlier pro- by the University's African
mobile industry, to football,
•••
Is more favorable in groups
grams were Atty, Earl M. Studies Program.
soccer and tennis. He has travcomprised of housing in areas Dear Mme, Chante: I have Johnson, Robert W. Saunders,
Shamuyarira, chief editor of eled widely through Africa and
open to Negro occupancy than been a reader of your column NAACP field secretary a n d
the African Newspapers Limit- Asia, as well as the United
in restrictive occupancy ones for a long time and enjoy it Mrs. Ruby Hurley, regional
ed publishing firm, spoke on Kingdom a n d speaks fluent
when the housing involved very much I am 43, a hard secretary for NAACP.
present conditions in Southern English.
ranges from relatively new up
Rhodesia. He is in the country
African Newspapers Limited
to about 50 years of age, the
for a month as a participant in publishes the "African Daily
study found.
the United States Department News," six weekly newspapers,
"In properties older than
of State's Foreign Specialist and one magazine. Their comthis upper age limit, values in
Exchange Program.
bined circulation in Salisbury,
groups comprised of housing in
Rhodesia, Federation
Southern
RhodeSouthern
of
native
A
occupancy
areas open to Negro
sia, Shamuyarira received his of Rhodesia and Nyasaland ii
undergo severe depression,"
education in African schools. 82,000.
Favor said.

U.S.Youths Taller
Than 60 Yrs. Ago

Urges Support
Of NAACP Plan

Prof. Studies Racial
Changes In Housing

home form a significant
venture by the VA into another
phase of family care for mental
BALTIMORE — The Baltipatients.
Back in 1954, Hazel Small, a more Laboratory, a study of
little lady with a liking for her the effects of racial changes in
fellow man, took a Danville pa- occupancy patterns upon proptient into her home, then an- erty values in Baltimore, has
just been completed by Dr.
other, and several more.
Homer E. Favor, assistant proThe men, all aging, paid rent
of economics, Morgan
fessor
hotel
and did odd jobs about the
State college.
or town. Last year, there were
One of the chief reasons ad11 patients living in Waynetown
for segregated housing
vanced
when Mrs. Small died. Her last
is based upon the generalizarequest to her son, Lee, was for
tion which correlates deteriohim to keep the home going. rating property values with NeLee Small and his wife, Sa- gro occupancy.
rah, have done more. They
However, after analyzing 22,have taken over both the hotel
sales of residential proper791
proand tourist home and have
ties in Baltimore from 1955vided jobs for those active
1958, Dr. Favor concludes that
enough to work.
property value performance, of
One has taken over the care some types, are more favorable
chickens
4,500 egg-laying
in groups comprised of housing
intained by t h e Smalls. in areas open to Negro occuregistered
a
at
Three work
nursing home on the other side
of town. A restaurant in the
town hires another. Egg sales
to passing motorists from the
hotel porch occupy a sixth.
Another has what he calls his
own hospital. a neighboring
home where he looks after the
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
needs of two infirm, helpless
Stashed away in bank vaults
rsidents of Waynetown.
. Oldest guest is "the Railroad- from coast to coast are billions
er," a former locomotive fire- of dollars in cold cash to be
man who has lived at the hotel used in the direst circumstance
for six years. Newest paying —war.
gvest is a patient who moved The money belongs to the fed
tq the colony after 38 years
Officials hope
behind hospital walls. In fact. eral government.
use it.
to
have
never
they
three of the men had been hosIt's piled uo in reserves as a
iltalized for more than 35 years
each before moving to their safeguara against damage that
'flew home,
could result from an enemy ative of the guests are no tack. A single nuclear bomb
ger hospital patients, having could knock out the only place
been discharged with maximum in the nation where new paper
hospital benefits, hut they re- money is made—the Bureau of
main as full participants in the Engraving and Printing here.
foster home program.
If it were destroyed, and
Joseph Donegan, family care there were no currency resocial worker at the hospital, serves, a serious shoroige e.
explains that the VA practice paper money could develop. The
is to place selected patients treasury and Federal Reserve
with suitable families who can System put upwards of 96 bil—

a

pancy than in restrictive areas
"Racial discrimination is one
of the most important problems
currently confronting America.
Minority housing is but a single
facet of this overall problem."
Dr. Favor said.
Historically, a piece-meal approach has been utilized to
solve problems involving nonwhites, 95.00 per cent of whom
are Negroes. The solution tendered for the housing aspect of
the problem has been one of
segregated housing.
Because of a multiplicity of
reasons, this solution is being
subjected to question, he added
"One of the chief reasons advanced for its continued use is
based upon the generalization
which correlates deteriorating

Stash Cash For
War Emergency

.
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Faculty Hears
African Editor

lion of new currency into circulation each year.
With total paper money in
circulation just under $30 billion, maintaining a replacement
flow of 66 billion is imperative. "But even in this classificaBefore the modern money and tion, where conditions are least
banking system was created by conducive to maintenance,
the Federal Reserve Act of about 20 per cent of the sections
1913, several panics were caus- in each of the groupings comopen
ed by widespread fears of a prised of housing in areas
to Negro occupancy have net
money shortage.
increases in these values for
In time of war even a minor the period involved.
disturbance to the economy "None of the restrictive occould e Jisastrous. This is why cupancy groups has a net inthe Federal Reserve and tress crease in averace sales prices.
ury have socked away millions However, the diminutions are
of bills of various denomina- not severe in any of these contions.
trol group classifications. In
The money is locked away in fact, despite the age differences,
special compartments in under- depreciation rates are quite
ground vaults of the 12 Federal similar and in keeping with
Reserve banks, their branches. normal expectations," Dr. Faand some commercial banks. vor concluded.
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30,000 Select
Favorite Hymns

NEW YORK—More than. 30,000 churchgoers recently voted
In a nation-wide poll that named "The Old Rugged Cross" the
hymn America. loves best the
Christian Herald announced.
Enthusiastic response to the
hymn poll, believed the largest
ever conducted, led Dr. Daniel
A. Poling editor of the Christian
Herald, and Bill McVey, the
Christian Herald Singer, to initiate a program for hymn revival and encouragement of
hymn singing in homes through•
out America.
Dr. Poling said the \.;hristia ti

1;i3
on ottikst...its
FIRS' 10146S
FIRST/

Herald, through its editorial
columns and its extensive contacts with Protestant ministers
and laymen across the country,
will urge that families devote
time each week to singing
hymns together in their homes.
McVey, who conducted the
poll, said "The Old Rugged
Cross" toped a list of 1,666
hymns named in the 50 state
survey.
"What A Friend We Have In
Jesus" was second. "In the
Garden" was third. "How Great
Thou Art" was voted fourth and
"Sweet Hour of Prayer" ranked
fifth, McVey said.
The hymn poll was started
in July when McVey wrote an
article entitled "Hymns Are
For Singing" for the Christian
Herald.
"We believe families that
sing together live In greater
harmony," McVey said. "We
conducted the poll to discover
which hymns most Protestants
like to hear in church and
which hymns they would be
apt to sing in their homes."
The July article asked readers to send McVey a postcard
listing -favorite hymns. More
than 20,000 readers and 10,000
others voted. Many persons sent
letters with votes and told McVey why they liked certain
hymns.

NAACP HOSTS AFRICANS
Students ii*spern Patina
and strikingly attired Okello
OnYanga.both of her vi
Mrica, are greeted by NAACP leader Roy Wilkins at
New York reeeption. They
are among 255 airlifted Al-

rican students here to study
at 125 American colleges.
Gathering at Hotel Belmont
Playa was !sponsored by as**.
elation's youth and college
division and was attended by
over too NAACP youths, in.
eluding sit-in leaders.

Sat.,

Negro Sergeant
nswers Castro

Oct. 8, 1960

Rev. R. H. Johnson
Owen College Guest

By FRA.NCIS L. McCART1:1Y , Bragg: N C.:
UPI Latin American News 'MI ARMY'
Editor
"I am a red-blooded American
Dr. George H. Johnson, pasNEW YORK — (UPI) —This Negro serving in my country's
The Chapel hour is part of the
is a message to Fidel Castro —and I emphasize the word
tor of the Main Street Baptist regular religious observances c/f
from art American Negro serv- -My'—Army . . .
church of Lexington, Ky., was the Owen college family.
ing in tni, Armed Forces of
can speak only as part of
the speaker kr the regular
Owen college president, Rev.
his country.
racia. group of which I am
a
mid-week chapel services held
C. L. Dinkins, taught a course
It is a message prompted by a minute part. . .
in the Roger Williams Hal)
JAMES E. THOMAS, son of 3 Sept
24 dispatch by a United "T. think I speak for, my peoin
"Administer
ing
the
Church
chapel of Owen college recentMrs. I.u1:. M. Smith of Milling- Press Internationa
l writer on ple. . .
School”
at
the
Cummings St. ton, Tenn., has
lycompleted his Castro's campaign to wed the 'FIRST HOME'
Baptist church Leadership Insti- initial
cow se of Air Force basic American Negro to his
The services were conducted tute,
"This country is my first
revoluwhich was held recently military
by Dr. W. L. Varnado, pastor of
training here He has tionary cause.
home for which I am prepared
the
church.
been assigned to a unit of the
the Cummirris Street Blotist
The dispatch brought this re- to give my life if need be. . .
church and vice-chairman of the Charles N. Terrell was the Strategic Air Command at Fran. ply from Sgt. John
Lee Jack- "If Mr Castro prefers cornOwen college board of trustees. dean of the institute which fea- cis E. Warren AFB, Wyo., for son of the 82nd
Airborne
Divi- mi ism he should limit it to
tured
Rev. W. C. Holmes, pas- training and duty as a Roads
The College Choir, under the
his own people. . .if my country
sion (Headquarters
Detachdirection of Mrs. D. T. Graham, tor of the Beulah Baptist church, and Grounds Specialist.
ment, Signal Battalion),
prefers not to accept this sysFt.
as
the
nightly
inspirationa
l
provided music for the service.
tem, neither do I. . .
Miss Chrystal Morrow sang a speaker, who spoke on church'
"Just because my (white)
soprano solo and the male en- administration.
brothers and I fight does not
Other instructors and their
semble sang a selection.
meal we will welcome outside
courses were: Mrs. (athyrr
help to settle our internal probK. Johnson, music in Christian
lem. . .
education; Missionary education
'EFFORTS FRUITLESS'
in the local church, Mrs. B. J.
"Let Mr. Castro understand
Baskin; the youth fellowship,
his efforts are fruitless. . . If
Charles H. Ryans; and adminhe thinks he can prevail upon
istering the Baptist adtdt union,
the American Negro to accept
Mrs. Alta Lemon.
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
nis communistic ideas. •
Rev. W. L. Varnado, vice- BALTIMORE — Dr. August ing relationship with American "Give Mr. Castro this mesI SOS rook,' At Lauderdale
AT PRESIDENT'S RecepI
chairman of the Owen college Meier, assistant professor of civi:ization.
sage from an American Negro."
Phone JA. 5-6348
tion—honori
ng new students
board of trustees is pastor of history, Morgan State College
The book, between 400 and gllullillielleellleill11111111I1111111111111111111111111111 in Tennessee State Universit
the church.
has been contracted to write a
short history of the American 450 pages, is not intended as
ty's Student Union last
SPECIAL
Negro for Hill and Wang Pub- a textbook, yet it can be used
week were these 1960, LesFOR LIMITED TIME ONLY
as such or for supplementary
lishers of New York City.
50c OFF
ter High School graduates
an authoritative history of the reading.
Complete Hair Style
(1 to r) Misses Dora RobThe book will be concise and Dr. Meier has contributed FORT PIERCE,
Tuesday and Thursday
Negro in the U. S. from the nearly a score of articles to
— The Grand cyclops
Appointments Only
time of his arrival, in the sev- publications throughout the U. of the Florida Ku Klux Klan
HUGHES & NEWSOM
enteenth century, until the S. during the pitt decade.
has be'-n charged with two
BEAUTY SHOP
present day.
2504 Park Ave.—FA 7-9163
Some of the more important other men in the theft of four
A chapter will be devoted to ones were published by
the pigs from a local farmer.
Zemo, a doctor's formula, liquid
the Negro's heritage in Africa American Journal of
Physical Howard Masters, 32, was re- or ointment, soothes, helps heal
with stress placed on his evolv- Anthropology, the
leAsed
$1,000
minor burns, cuts, bruises. Family
bond
after
Journal of
Negro History, Crisis, The being arrested during t h e antiseptic, eases itch of surface
Tennessee Sta:e University
rashes, eczema, teen-age pimples.
was host to the Home
Journal of Southern History week end by Sgt. Lucie Coun- athlete's foot. Stops
scratching, so
aids faster healing. For stubborn
Economics
and Journal of Negro Educa- ty sheriff's deputies.
Administrative
cases,
get
Extra Strength Zemo.
Council last week during their
tion.
meeting to plan a program for
(Paid Political Advertise ment
Al' LAST science has increasing family and
communidiscovered a skillfully
ty
home
economic needs.
blended vagina/ douche
andi
;NZ
powder, tested
Members of the group are
foundsafe to use by
thousands of well chairman of state
and district
informed women. This
economic associations
soothing medication, home
sailed CERTANE, will not burn or
desensitise even the moat delicate and work in various high schools
tiseue, 3CC Is powerfully cleansing throughout the state. The meet
I it and deodorising. n;tatiake chaa.
CZ&TAZ
4 r;
drug stores. ing was based on the fact that
homemaking education is basic
to achieving higher and finer
values in daily living.
Delegates to the one-day conference were; Miss Christine
•'l uerly„ad to 4,446for 734 years Alexander, state itinerant teachTheis 1fewerissew weeder&kin cream er trainer of Tennessee State
tWral balfresais D. Ward Las
ereatateued relief from tortures of vaginal University: Mrs. Minerva Jarrectal itch, chafing, rash and tames rett, president, Tennessee Home
mitb es amazing new scientific formula
esutd LANACAPM. This kW-acting, miter Economics Association: MrsSin
ss asediceted creme kills harmful b
what it moods(' mw, irritate= Mildrer Itudson. past president; Marie Harris. member-at-large
=
al ykm tiwim. Stops scratching—W Mrs. Fannie Dirkson, Middle
and Mrs. Rosie McKissack,
belling
Don't'Ott IrbOthal 11)21711016
urilcAriz
today aa au dm
Tennessee
chairman;
Mrs, chairman of the council.

Fib. Klan Cyclops
Is Accused Of
Stealing 4 Pigs
Fin. —
(UPI)

A8t1 Host;To,
Economics
Council

Zemo Greatfor
Minor Burns,Cuts

bins, Emma Jean Stott, and
Sandra Darrett. The three
Memphians are members
of Tennessee State's 1800
plus Freshman class.
DURHAM
STEEL FOLDING
CHAIRS
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CONTACT US
FOR VOLUME PRICES

BERNATSKY BROS.
too S. Main St. — JA.
Memphis, Tens.
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TOOTH
ACHE
When you are
desperate with

pain. you can

rely on ORA-JEL
for fast, effective relief. lust

Advertisement)

-- Woman Heady
Itches To Death
E

sees

As you gros older, your system be..
gins to dry out. This n true of your
to
.
,'.40,64 digestive system, and it may lead
constipation. Suarram, taken daily
with plenty of water, produces a
tr's smooth gel that provides the proper
tiiSt moisture, bulk and peristaltic stimui ..se tation to help end your constipation
o ne,.
Seat:ram is the all-vegetable laxalive aid that moistens hard, dry food
wastes and forms it for easy, regular
•
'-'4"*A" elimination. Stainer is entirely different from harsh chemical pills.
' salts., bran or oils. Take SEAUTAN
daily with water and enioy regular
elimination or your money back.

Avialehelot

Pimples, Rashes, tatilt3, Titter
Making Your Life Miserable?

Here's fast, effective relief from pounded in art exclusive way.
that itching misery. Palmer's So, if your trouble is itching due
"Skin Success" Ointment, tested to eczema, rashes, pimples or tatby • famous akin specialist has ter, use "Skin Success" Ointment.
helped millions get relief from Relief at once or your money
v^ly skin irritation. You don't
beck. Only 3Se. Economical 75#.
ha - 3 to suffer another day. Use size contains four times as much..
the :amous akin medicine that Insist on Palmer's "Skin Success*
works in • special way to help Ointment
trou'iled skin feel better fast.
There's nothing like "Skin
Succe ,
" to relieve the itching of
upset skin.
Only "Skin Success" contains
11 important ingredients come

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Radios, Toasters, Percolators, Heaters

HEADACHE
For faster, sere complete relief of
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
STANHACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
— the combined action of severe
redically.approved ingredients in
mit easy-to-take dose—eases anxiety
and tension, starts bringing relief
right away.
temi
wif‘

Test
ITANBACK

against any
preparation
you've ever
used

STNBCK

"I believe in the right
of every American
to stand up for his rights,
and when necessary, to
sit down for them."
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pomade with lanolin. Apply
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Mention This Paper and Get
10% Discount on Any Purchase

10 YEARS
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Leaves hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will set streak
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Senator John F. Kennedy is a leader in the tradition of Franklin D. Roosevelt.
That's why Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt recently said of Senator Kennedy:
"Here is a man who wants to leave a record of not only helping his countrymen but of having helped humanity as a whole. ."
And Eleanor Roosevelt also said, "Senator Kennedy will fight to get prompt
action on civil rights."
Mrs. Roosevelt knows that John F. Kennedy cares
about people. Like FDR, he is concerned with human
problems. He believes in the Rights of Man and he will
act to advance the Rights of Man. He wants all Americans to have an equal chance in life for a good education,
a good job, a decent home, a meaningful future.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, great Democratic President,
said,"Our fight—yours and mine—is to keep democracy
safe by keeping it moving forward."

meza

Modern Design.
Handsome Appearance. Rugged Construction
V • r7
Durable.

Cleansing!

UPSET SKIN?

being alefted
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=
s
inall.
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After eight years of aloof, do-little Republicanism
in the White House, it is tune again to move democracy
forward—to a new day for citizens at home and our
friends overseas in the rising nations of Africa and Asia.
It is time again for great Democratic leadership in the
tradition of Roosevelt. It is time to elect John F.
Kennedy President of the United States. He will fight
for your rights. He will provide great leadership for
America. Give him your help. Vote for John F. Kennedy.

Tel. BR 45140

Free Parking Space

Vote Kennedy-Johnson on the Democratic Ticket
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A COACH'S
VIEW

Arkansas Rips DEFENDER
Sot.,
Texas, 18-8

9

Oct. 8, 1960

sas opened up their hIghly

geared offense with half backs
PINE BLUFF—ARK. AM Paul McPherson, Freshman
and N rolled to their 3rd from Louisville, Ky., and senior
straight victory when they de- co-captain Glenn Wood Solders
of ridorado. Ark, scoring on
feated a fighting Texas College
runs of 28 and 40 yards respecaggregation from Tyler, Texas tively.
28 to R. The lions opened the The Lions added • safety
scoring early in the first co-trt- when a Texas half back was
er when quarterback lindsey tackled in the end zone atHenry hit left -nd Jessie Ross terapting to punt.
with a 22 yard pass Manual After a gala half time show
try for the conversion went put on by the 100 pi2ce Ark.
wide. Moments later in the State marching band, 'dos Jensame quarter theSteers Warn kins, reserve halfback
brought
Texas became alive, a climax the crowd of 4,000 partislan
ci". HO yards sustained drive fans their biggest thrill of the
when half back Willie Jones night when he caught a flat
scored from 12 yards out. Full pass from the quarterback
back Watson of the Texas team Lindsey Henry and sprinted 78
added a tow point conversion yards unmolested to put the
on a running play, The first Lions out front to stay.
Full
period ended with Texas Col- back Jerry Williams added
a
lege beating 8 to 6.
awo point conversion to end the
In the second period Arkan- scoring.

By

Ira E. Spillers

mem.
On month of prep league foot- defense quite well. Only 18
ball has gone into history, The points have been scored on this
, seven team circle has demon- squad in four outings. It is alhtrated excellent football tactics. most impossible
to
score
The fans of this area seem to be through the line of the Green
well pleased with the outcome of and Gold Warriors,
,/ the past games. However, it is FATHER
BERTRAND
the opinion of many loyal fans
The Thunderbolts are quite
of the Bluff City, that the offen- similar to the Manassas
Tigers.
sive play of the loop teams have They have balance. It is the
onbogged down considerably.
ly other team that is as good
Exactly one year ago, I as- defensively as it is offensively.
serted in this column that the This team has lost two bal,
emphasis was on offensive ma- games, but the big problem has
neuvers rather than defensive been cashing in on their opporskill. Scoring had taken on a tunities to score.
terrific significance with the HAMILTON
The air minded Wildcats from
Shake up of coaches. The young
coaches' contention was to around the Parkway have had
score at all cost. To win you tough goings offensively this
must be' ableto score three or year, but their defense is as
more touchdowns per game. strong as any team in the
This idea was prevalent among league. This defense has given WHO'S ON FIRST?
might
in baseball. But this was foot. course of the game. EveryThe Melrose Wildcats unmost of the circuit coaches. Of up only a few points so far, al- well be the question of this
ball and this kind of action is
body just happened to be runscrambled things however,
course this year, there has been though they have lost two ball big mixup if it had occurred
seen quite often during the
ning after the man with the
long enough te grind out a
an about face on the part of games. This is the strongest
stiliii1111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111
ball, who's in the middle of
11111111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111iiiine,
win over Father Bermost coaches. Why has the em- point on this team. Defense has
this mess. (unlucky him). trand. (Withers photo)
phasis changed? Account for the been their chief weapon during
strong defense being employed th infant season.
by the league teams.
DOUGLASS
The change of tactics caine as Te erratic Red Devils are posa result of last season's oppor- sessors of a fine defensive aligntunities to win games, but lack ment. The defense of this squad
By MARIAN L. YOUNG
be held Friday.
of an adequate defense to con- is fostered by the ruggedness
REAR READERS,
This election proves to be
tain the opposing foes. This year and viciousness of their players.
Once again it is my fondest one of the most
important and y 0 u
the coaching staffs have spent The one liability of this team is
privilege to have been chosen most enthused elections
of the
tireless hours working on their that of being erratic, but by far
for another year as the big C's year, and may the
best nomdefense. This certainly has been defense is their main asset.
reporter.
inee win.
evident on th part of all the LESTER
I hope you enjoyed reading
teams this year. Taking each The team called "courage" has
The first platter party of the
'1111r1l111—'1IIIIIIIIII1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I01111 1111111111i the column last year as muc:1 year will be Oct. 10, 1960 in the
squad and pointing out the shown promise of being a good
as I enjoyed writing it, and so,
scores in each game you will be defensive team. In thir four outschool auditorium from 7:30 unwith a little experience under
ings
the
Lions
have
able to appreciate the defensive
displayed a J
til 10:30. Honeymoon Garner of
my belt I hope you will enjoy
prowess of your favorite school. strong team in the middle. The
radio station WDIA will spin
ackson
it even more this year.
almighty
pass
First Payment November 1st
has
hurt
the
the platters.
MANASSAS
With the beginning of the
LAFF
Starting with the number one Lion's chance at containing thi M•
Let's Be Friends
of the
WEEK.
1960-61 school year our school
team in the loop, you can't pin enemy on many occasions. The
Why
are
deaf
people
like
has added a Commercial Depoint this team's strongest point courageous Lions from Bingpartment and several new cour- Dutch cheese?
30-8
win
Miss.—THE
here.,
Jackson
JACK.
hammered
hampton
a
oit
are
going
get!
to
Answer — Because you can't
because they are good both ofses.
fensively as well as defensively. stronger defensively by the close, VII STATE TIGERS contin- The victory was the sixth in At this time L sneal:ing for make them here.
Th balance of the Tigers' sup- of this season. At the present,I ued their mastery of the Miss. the eighth meeting of the two the student body of
QUOTATION of the WEEK
Canleville
In1
port my opinion in selecting defense has been the stronei Vocational Delta )evils as they teams.
Jr. hieh school, wish to wel- "Speak net, but what may
point
of
this
squad
in
the
mid-;
benefit
others or yourself:
them to win the crown.
The Tigers gave an indication come Misses Bettv Joyce Hun.
dle of the line.
Avoid trifling conversation."
MELROSE
reoutcome
they
when
the
of
ter.
Jacoueline
Harvey
and
Yes, the coaching staffs of
luskegee
The number two team :I ls a this prep
ceived the opening kickoff and Mistresses Zena M. Holmes and Benjamin Franklin,
league have changedl
Until next week.
rugged defensive alignment. their
drove in a sustained attack for Bessie Young to our faculty.
tactics and placed more!
(Paid Political Advertisement)
IPatd Political Adverting/W.0
They have given up only 26
tally.
their
frst
My
true
aims
are
not
to
digemphasis on defense. It is the
points in their four outings. De- opinion
YOU HAVE TO TRY rf
Still later in the first quarter, turb the peace and well being
of many fans that de-!
fense is by far the strongest fense
TO BELIEVE III
Cornelius Addision Tiger quar- between students, but to write
is so simple, because all
point of this squad. It is the ide- the
only
ne•.vs
feel
that
you,
I
my
back,
Richardson
Willie
ter
hit
boys want to tackle. This
.AL
ology of this staff to keep the conclusion is wrong,
for a second score after the readers, would like to read and
because
opposing team from scoring and defense has become complex].
tigers had recovered a fumble enly news that will keep you
C.
you can't lose.
on MVC'S 25 yard line, Fulland you must spend many hours
BLUE BLADE
brck Charles Baker ran for the If in ss riting the news. I
B. T. WASHINGTON
planning your defensive strateBy BILL JOHNSON
'cause hardships or tell someThe Warriors are the masters gy. You must have assignments ChARLOTTE, N. C. — An in- two ponts.
of stun
,,in their defensive on defense just as you de on l spired band of Golden Tigers In the second Tarter, Louis thing that should not have been
slignme
Red dogging or offense. This should account for from Tuskegee Institute of Ala- McRae, Tiger Ful'hack, tster- told forgive me from the start,
shooting
gap is the trade the change from a high power..bama spoiled Johnson C. cepted an MVC pass and ran for it was not "my aim."
mark of the Washingtonians de-, ed offense to a stubborn de- Smith's home football opener. 25 yards to score. When Alonzo Nomination for officials of
fense. They handle that art oil fense.
with a 14-12 upset here Satur- Clark, substitute fullback, car- the Student Council was held
10 for
in assembly Sept. 28, 1960. The
day night.
ried for the two points.
»residential nominees are Ben FITS ALL IIILLETTF RAZORS
I
The visitors were outplayed
The fans received somewhat
In every department except of a shock when with two min- Key Jr., Leroy Payne and J.
the final scoring as the Gol- utes remaining in the first half, McBride, and the vie^ presi
$9.00 MIR MONTH
den Bulls ran and passed for John Bell ?dVC head coach rlential nominees are Erma J.
a total oi 125 sards and Is called his team from the field Faulkner, Shirley Flemminec
They
first downs. Meanwhile, Tuts- of play following an unneces- and Artis Niter
will
make campaign speeches start.
kegee was totaling 199 yards sary roughing call against the ing
Buys You A Fine
Monday and election will
witl. its land and air assaults. DeltanJCSU picked up an early 12Accompanied by his whole
point margin on the passing of
HI:
gratulations!
roster he left the stadium. LatQuality Fabrics At
quarterback James Walker, the
Your reporter returning again I WANNA KNOW
er, reason prevailed and the
Lowest Prices
to bring you up on more hap- What Nancy Echols means pass catching of end Pettis Nor- visitors returned following the
Of All Now Furniture
penings around the Bigger M. when she says that Lee Echols man anc halfback James Law- half.
rence,
and
brilliant
the
running
So why don't you pull up a chair is to her as the angels are to
HUGE SELECTIONS
Richardson, Jackson Sta te •
fullte.ck Seldon Chiles and
and watch as the curtains ao heaven.
COMPLETE
— STYLISH
sensational
caught
seven
end
What Jams Perkins said to halfbacks Henry Kelly, Law passes for 109 yards and one
up on the first act of the greatMID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
rence
and
John
Butler.
1508 I. Breeders?
RI I-1200
Alice Is!) n ee! that made her
est show on earth.
VALUES
Tackles James Harrison, touchdown.
JUNIOR NEWS
angry. What Joyce Berry and
Harry
Cherry
and
Ernest
BIG DADDY LIKES KENNEDY — "Kennedy's
Believing, "where there's Tommy Martain whisper tc
got courage," says Gene "Big Daddy" Lipscomb,
Open 9 'Til 9
unity, there's strength," the each other a! recess every day. Wade. and fullback Seldon
scond highest class at Melrose What it is about Jimmy Harris Chiles were towers of strength
star linesman for the Baltimore Colts. "He takes
Free Delivery
elected the following officers to that makes him so appealing to in the Bull defense.
a stand and he speaks out for sit-in demonstralead them down their chosen Geneva Alexander. Why Clara
tions — school integration — FEPC and voting
ier (Cause I Love You), Bettye —
FURNITURE SY
Smith wont' admit that she did
paths.
rights, some pretty touchy issues in many parts
Cunnigan to Elmore Logan (Ev• —
•
They are: President Larry Jewell Reed wrong.
of the country. Kennedy's like FDR — a real
Mitchell; Vice President, Chas. What it is about auto mechan- erything About You), Ora Petleader
— not afraid to tackle tough problems.
Thomas
tis
to
Hill
(Kiddio).
"'"
Fife; Secretary, Effie Erby: ics that makes me think of
•
Shirley Mays to Ernest JohnAnd that's why I'm voting for Senator John
Assistant Secretary, Bernestine Margaret Sherrod.
son (Chain Gime). Ann Bridge- =
Kennedy for President on a straight Democratic
3174 PARK
Prewitt; Corresponding SecreFA 4-3767
What Louis Dimlap has up his
tary, Marie Rucker: Treasurer, sleeves concerning a certain fort to Charles Marshall (Wonticket. You should, too."
der Where Your Love Has
Willie Carr: Chaplain, Abraham young Miss.
Gone), Alice Ishmael to James =
Campbell; Reporters, Mary WalWhy Jimmy Morris is called
-=
(Drown in my own
lace and Charline Kiner; Busi- Mr. Big Time by all his friends. Perkins
tear.), Bobby Settles to Chas. =
ness Manager Robert Fouche: PIGSKIN ACTION
Smith (Fool in Love), Laura ....
a n d Parliamentarian Bobby
Lightning Strikes Twice:
Qualls to Tommy Bibbs (I Need
Settles. With the help of their Lightning struck in the form
Jackson
' Velma
to Joe
class advisors this class will of Orlando Harris last Thursday Y°u
1111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111ili
An- '1--111111111111111111
-1
(Deep
Down Inside),
Carr 5°)
strive to become the top class night when the Melrose Golden nie Dortch to Charles Terry
at Melrose, scholastically, phys- Wildcats met and defeated the (Let's Start Over), Frances
ically, morally, and mentally. Bertrand Thunderbolts in a con- Hunt to Johnny Greer (Twist),
dme: deed(civii:s:d
test that was aimed to end in Georgia Hebron to Arthur Hull
CITY-WIDE SLATE
(Hamilton)
William
slaughter.
Joan
(I Miss You So), Jewell Reed
milk
Briscoe (Melrose) Minus co-capt. Jlinny Rut- to Clara Smith (Think), Gwen
Junienne
Jeanette Bates (B.T.W.) Mil- land, who was recuperating Fife to Harvey Young (Dearest
dred Miles (Manassas) a n d from an injury.
Darling), Earnest Griffin to
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
Capt. George Bradshaw led Gloria Haley (There's A DifGloria Shilkens (Bertrand)
muumuu
Robert Simpson (Manassas) his men throughout the game ference).
11111111M111
JiMmy Morris (Meirose) Samp- with a wide margin of skill, SIGN OFF
M111111111
k!!!!!umen
son Briscoe (Hamilton) Marion speed and ability. Senior full- The signal has been given the
Brown (B.T.W.) and Bishop back Elbert Griffin came thru curtains are drawn, but keep
34 yards of green for the open- your seats because Act II will
Trotter (Lester).
MEET MISS MELROSE
ing score of the game.
begin in just six days and sev3 r'r)
Junior halfback Orlando Har- en hours. Until then, keep kcol,
The very charming, personable and lovely Miss Curlene ris dashed 60 yards making the keep kalm, refuse to be lonely,
Hamilton was chosen by an second score for the "Cats." fight for happiness, the after
overwhelming amount of votes The last score made by Har- effects are something else. I
to become Miss Melrose of 1960- ris also ended the game with bettcha.
61. An elegance of radiant a score of 19-6. Congratulations
-charm and beauty were only a team and keep up the good
few of the qualifications which work.
played such an important part TOPS
In her selection. Curlene is the Curlene Hamilton, Mary Waldaughter of Elder and Mrs. lace, Georgia Thomas, Mamie
Curly Hamilton who reside at Shields, Nancy Echols, Joyce
754 David at.
Berry, Clara Smith, Margaret
Around the campus, Curlene Sherrod, Bernestine Prewitt,
Regular $23.113
serves as President of the Rita Sanders, and Junienne
ChAmettes, and Secretary for Briscoe
TERMS
/ASV
TOO?
ON
Larry Mitchell, Johnny Rut- Largest Stock in Memphis
the Student Council.
NEW 1960 STYLE SARAN PLASTIC
Upon graduation, she plans to land, Tomm: Martain, Garland
or the Mid-South
To Fit Every Make and Model Car
further her knowledge in the Briggs, Leonard Lagrone, Cur- Your Patronage Is Appreciated
SAVE MONEY
BUY DIRECT FROM
tis Siggers, Louis Dunlap
field of Business Education.
BATTERY WAREHOUSE and
May I salute you Curlene and James Manna, James Perkins,
say that we couldnt' have found and Walter Bell.
SEAT COVER CENTER
99 So. Main St.
a.better person to fill such a DEDICATIONS FROM
LAMAR
2192
Ct. 8-6851
Frank Richmond to Rose Dosposition as worthy as you. ConInt OLD CROW DIST. CO., FRANKFORT. KY., KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY,SO PROOF
‘11M111111111111111111111111.11=11M1.1.
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CAN'T BEAT THIS!
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CALL: BOB FRAKES,
COLLINS and FREEMAN
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Born at John Gaston Hospital John T. Mathews of 2846 Nat- Daughter, Virginia, to Mr.
han.
•
Sept 24.
and Mrs. Willie McComb of 832
N. Main.
Sept.
24
Daughter,
Beatrice,
Mr.
to
•
and Mrs, Richard Dunbar of Son, Roderick, to Mr. and Son, Darryl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Robert Shaw of 1024 S. Isaac Lee of 1049 Lavon.
543 N. Second.
Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
Daughter, Earline, to Mr. and Wellington.
Mrs. Sheppard Pitchford of 2968 Son. to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar I Mrs. L. D. Green of 186 Silver; age.
Bramlett of 283 Cynthia.
Thrash.
COETTE JR. . . . Members the Marity Ball to benefit
nor Faye
Williams and
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Dwight, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sylvia Williams, the lat. James Brownies' of
With the promise of Fall the affair will be Melba Eris- of the Jr. Board of Directors the United Negro College
1885 Ben- Calvin Whitmore of 906 Speed. Erman McBride of 830 F. Ports
of the Memphis Chapter of Fund, the two national proj. ter president of the club.
Daughter, Carliss Jean, to et.
weather in the air that night. coe, Gloria Riley, Odiestine
ford.
the Co-Etta Club, Inc., are ects of the organization. Board Board members not shown
mothers of the Memphis Chap- Herndon, Juanita Lewis, MatilSon, to Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Mr. and Mrs. Knox Nelson of Son, Kenneth, to Mr. and
shown making plans for the members shown left to right are Ann Burford and Jacque.
Mrs. Willie Abram of 570 WI
2126 Howell.
Dockery of 1030 Hamilton.
ter of Jack and Jill of Amer- da Whalum, Erma Black, Ruby
club year. Foremost on their
are: The Misses Betty Phil- lya
Brodnas. Miss Erma
Daughter, Stephanie, to Mr. liam.
Inc. trekked to the Top Hat Jean Lewis, Vernita Watson,
Daughter, Dianne, to Mr. and
agenda are the payment on a lips,
Secretary;
Geraldine Lank is the sponsor of the club Mrs. Willie Young of 731 Harad Mrs. Eddie Chambers of Daughter, Christine, to Mr.
aid Tails Club Monday, a forth- Norma M. Jones, Catherine
NAACP Life Membership and Gray,
Chairman,
Elea- and Mrs. A. A. Letting, co. han.
and Mrs. John Gross of 183
1187 N. Bellevedere.
night ago, for their initial Johnson, Loretta Crutcher, Marsponsor.
meeting of the new business tha Galloway, Martelle Jones,
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. Son. Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs. MeLemore.
Hayfield Howell of 2355 Van- Daughter, Patrice, to Mr. argt
year. Steering the course of an D orothy Saulsberry, Carlee
Sye Jones of 1408 Effie.
Mrs. Alfred Brown of 1114 Tulgorgeous Negro girl who won
iiqtsresting meeting was new Body, Locket Sweet and Helen
Daughter. Ary Mae. to Mr. dale.
the title and the first time in and Mrs. Aaron Thompson of Daughter, Carolyn, to Mr.' ley, apt. 73.
prOty, Mrs. Emma Thom Batts.
history a Negro girl has rep- 612 N. Front.
and Mrs. Charlie Danage of 517 Son, Edward, to Mr. and Mrs.
JO'ison; and providing tasty GRIDIRON STARS
Joe Cartwright of 1673 Pope,
resented a state in the "Miss Son, Sam, to Mr. and Mrs. N. Fourth.
refreshments were hostesses A NOVEL PARTY was that
Universe" contest, Another new Sam Rose of 972 Red row.
Daughter, Shery, to Mr. and Sept. 29
Mrs, Othello Shannon, Sue Ish, of the Pilgrim Fellowship, the
face in the show this year is Daughter, Joyce. to Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Smith of 3021 Son, Don,
Vietie Sawyer and Mable Second Congregational Church's
to Mr. and Mrs.
untley, a tall, tan Mrs. George Key of 1999 Shannon.
La Jeune
BijAnlee.
Youth group, who honored the
Colbert Hambrick of 1712 HerDelta
Sigma
Theta
and
sorority
Daughter,
teriffic
llass
from
AlexanValerie,
new
features
and
Mr.
to
of the 1960 verBrooks
One highlight of the meeting captains and co-captains of our
nando.
Mrs. Dennis Jones of 822 Lewas" the report of Mrs. Melba local high school football teams presents Ebony Fashion Fair sion of the fabulous fashion der, Virginia. winner of the Sept
Son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
25
1960 Cannes Film Festival.
Moyne park.
Briieoe the Central Regional at their "Football Party" given here on Monday Evening, Oct. event.
Oliver Seay of 2228 Marble,
Son,
31,
at
Eric,
the
LeMoyne
to
Mr,
and Mrs. Son. Charles, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter,
college aud- One of the most exciting of The director of the Fashion
Difeetor, of the national con- at LeMoyne college's Commons
Phyllis, to Mr. and
s,eltiffon held at Boston, and the on Saturday night. The girls itorium. Mrs. Ann Willis, chair- the new features is the appear- Fair, Mrs. Freda DeKnight, Willie Denton of 485 E. Olive. Charles Blanton of 381 Linden. Mrs. Robert Peete of 729 Alma.
Son,
man
Ronald,
of
the
to
committee
Mr.
and
for
the ance of the beautiful "Miss spent the summer in New York,
Mrs. Son, Duayne, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Anthony, Mr.
.7 & J Teen-Age Conference wore outfits to look like memto
and Mrs,
Walter Polk of 1215 Wilson.
Lawrence Malone of 782 St. Alva Starks
heVd - at Topeka, Kansas.
bers of the various pep squads. big event, has announced the Ohio" Miss Corrine Huff, the Paris, Florence and Rome atof 2151 Sparks.
Daughter,
Patricia,
to
Paul,
Mr.
tending showings of world famEnthusiasm was high in an- . . . used school insignia and
and Mrs, Roosevelt Ray of 258 Son Ervin, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Valda, to Mr. and Mrs.
ticpistion of the forthcoming pennants as decorations . . . committees are eagerly antici- for their beauty, brains and ous designers and selecting the
Nathaniel Mosby of 69 WisconVollentine.
Herman Johnson of 658 Frank- sin.
Family Life Conference to be and served refreshments from pating that this will be the most charity work will soon make garments for this year's show.
'Son,
John.
to
Mr.
and Mrs. lin.
Fabulous creations from the
aptussored by the Family Wel- a "concession stand" . . . all successful Woman's Day protheir second payment toward a top designers
John E. Barton of 335 Dixie Daughter, Beatrice, to Mr. Daughter, Charlesetta, to Mr.
of the world will
fare and Jewish Women's So- Intended to capture the color gram in their history. Guest
and Mre. Felix Walker of 1853
Mall.
and Mrs. Melvin Kimmons of Boyle.
cial Service groups on October and flavor of an authentic foot- speaker for the occasion will be Life Membership in the NA- be featured.
Daughter,
Beverly, to Mr. and 2158 Dublison.
Mrs. Jayme Coleman Williams ACP and will hold their second CALLS POURING IN
24thisnd 25th. The theme. "The ball stadium.
Mrs. Robert Cleveland of 620 Son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs.
Rolesof the Family in Prevent- Taking some of the honor due of Nashville, Tenn. The pro- annual Charity Ball to benefit Mrs. Maxine Smith, president
Davila Massey of 1002 Kerr.
St. Paul.
Isaiah Patrick of 230 N. Main. Daughter, Army, to Mr.
ing Mental Diseases" will be the success of the affair were gram is really buzzing with in- the United Negro College fund, of the local chapter of Delta
and
Son, Eaton, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Rodney, to Mr. and Mrs.
disclosed by Dr. Gardiner Mur- Junienne B risco e, president terest, What with twenty con- December SO.
Sigma Theta Sorority, informs Eaton
Mrs. Clarence Bobo of 606 F.
Smith
of
1147
Thomas. Thomas Evans of 583 S. Laud- Handy Mall.
phy,/ Director of Research of Yvonne Jordan, Joan Hargraves testants, vieing for the title of Other lovely young Co-Ettes us that as soon as the news
Son, John, to Mr. and Mrs. erdale.
the
Foundation. Sev- —the general chairman and "Queen" of the day's celebra- attending the meeting were: leaked out of the show, teleSon, Dunean, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Caruthers of 1329 EmerSylvia Williams, Prsident, Ann phone calls began pouring in
Sept. 27
eral members of J di .1 plan to Carol Jones, who headed the tion.
Gilbert Moore of 577 F. Brown
son.
Burford, Jacquelyn Brodnax, reserving tickets. The auditorDaughter, Vicki, to Mr. and Mall.
sate* the general meeting, as decorations committee. Chaper- ENTRE NOUS CLUB
Daughter, Ida. to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Curtis Howell of 630 S. Sept. 33
well is workshops on the follow- ones were Mrs. L. F. Briscoe, Mrs. Bernice Smith was hos- Joan Hargraves, Yvonne Jor- ium has almost been sold out Mrs.
Hosie McClellan of 1361 Orleans.
Mrs. A. B. Hargraves and Mrs. tess to the first meeting of The Brandon, Jana Davis, Gloria even before this announcement.
ing say.
Daughter, Barbara, to Mr.
Kimball.
Son, Walter, to Mn- and Mrs. and Mrs. Tolbert Jeffries of
Attending the meeting were John Whittaker, III.
Entre Nous Bridge club after dan, Elizabeth Prudent, Carolyn Tickets are 83.50 and not only
Son, Mark, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Morton of 904 Poplar.
Illes4mes Elizabeth Elrod, Ma- FINE ARTS CLUB
summer recess recently, when Lewers, Geraldine Gray and entitles the buyer the privilege
1382 Gleason.
Daughter, Imogene, to Mr. Daughter, Janet, to Mr. and
bel Erownlee, Leola Gilliam, The officers of the Memphis members attending were Mes- Eleanor Faye Williams. Also at- of seeing the most fabulous
tending was the sponsor, Miss fashions in the entire country. subscription to the Ebony Maga- and Mrs. Avell Perry of 710 Mrs. Guy Robertson 01 1319 N.
Melba Briscoe, AlMe Lowe, Fine Arts Club met at the
love- dames Helen Bowen, EarnesGeorgia.
Erma Laws.
Sallyi, Bartholomew, Dorothy ly home of Mrs. Floyd
tine
Bellevue.
Gray,
but assures him of a one year zine.
Hannah
Gras-,
CleNewProceeds from each show are
Daughter, Carla, to Mr. and I Son, Maurice, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wes4rooks, Lois Hargraves. man, 1083 College St., recently mentine Ramsey Carrie Scott,
donated to worthy charities Mrs. Noten of 16000 Oriole.
Mary Braswell, Ann H. Weat- for a round-table discussion of Delores Scott, Essie Shaw, NeLonnie Parker of 755 Mosby.
designated by the sponsoring
Son, Linnie, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs.
hers, Evelyn Iles, Thelma the organization's activities cal- dra Smith and Lillian Wolfe.
group. In 1959 some $75,000 was Bobbie Ray of 1039 N. Third. Charles Williams
Davidson. Erdyne Corley, Helen endar for this year. Mrs. N. M. Guests included Mesdames Berof 301 Edith.
raised through ticket sales and
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Daughter, Sharron, to Mr.
Hayes, Marietta Latting, and Watson, general chairman,
tha
Dillard.
Mamie
Dillard,
prewas donated to such charitable Olden of 1442 Dixie.
Marjorie Ulen.
and Mrs. Clarence Sanders of
sided in her own inimitable Jean Hargrove. Frances }tasorganizations as United Negro Son, William, to Mr. and Mrs. 2242 Howell.
SRC CLUE
manner. This club is one of the sel. Julia Johnson, Ernestine
College Funds, Urban League, William King of 351 Ingle,
Son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
SKC Bridge club welcomed clubs in our town that is dedi- Smith and Mary Arnett. Prizes
Community hospital, Mental
Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and A. C. Taylor of 3514 Daggett.
the hospitality of Mrs. Beatrice cated purely to cultural activi- were won by Mesdames Carrie
Health and Scholarship Funds. Mrs. W. T. Davis of 443 TillSon, Tommy, to Mr. and Mrs.
W. Williams at Tony's Friday ties. . . its motto being. .. "To Scott, Nedra Smith and Frances
The local chapter of Delta Sig- man.
night . . where it seems that Glosity Art and To Encourage Hassell.
Gus Young of 226 Linden.
ma Theta has sent some worthyi Son, John, to Mr. and Mts. Son, Carl. to Mr. and Mrs.
virus gremlims had laid low Artists." Mrs. W. E. Ragsdale, PHILLIPS HOST
girl
to college annually for a Roosevelt Prince of 660 Jennett. Arthur Humphrey of 1603
several members, who could president of the organization
Beateous Annie Ruth Phillips.
number of years. It gave lib- Daughter, Cynthia, to Mr., Locust.
not venture forth. Cocktails and also presided.
who was selected "Countess of
erally to the Freedom Fund, and Mrs. Earl Williford of 1248
a most delicious chicken menu Following their business ses- the Year," by the Counts Club
and to several other local char- Englewood.
Register so you can vote sle
soothed any frazzled nerves sion, refreshments were served was hostess to the Co-Ettes last
ity organizations.
Sept. 28.
Nov. 8
present, and bridge which fol- by courtesy of Mrs. Mildred Ri- Sunday at her home on Randle.
lowed presented a challenge to ley, local consultant of the Pet Popular Annie Ruth, who is a
many, resulting in gorgeous Milk co.
majorette a tManassas high was
prizes for members Harriet Attending the meeting were assisted in reseiving by her
Davis, Alma Booth and Melba Mrs. Watson and Mrs. Rags- mother, Mrs. Katie Sexton who
Briscoe and guests Marietta Let- Dale, Mrs. Charles Iles, jr., is well known in civic, church
ting and Lytle McKinney.
Mrs. E. B. Payne, Mrs. Allure and social work.
SKCs present also included 3. Lee. Mrs. H. B. Herron and Enthusiasm was high as this
Harriette Walker. Minnie Mrs. Newman.
was the meeting where charmWoods, Louise Davis and Cheri- NONCHALANT CLUB
ing Betty Phillips, Secretary of
esteem Miles, with guests Mes- One of Memphis'
oldest clubs, the Jr. Board of Directors read
dames Sue Ish, Bertha Polk The Nonchalants, was
entertain- the schedule of the club's acand Sally Bartholomew filing in ed by Mrs. Oscar
tivities for the year. The CoCrawford, at
for thf missing members.
her lovely North Bellevue Av- Ettes who have made themLAS IIABULOSA.S
enue home last Tuesday. It selves known in the community
The Gay Hawk Inn was the marked their second meeting of —
—
scene of the outstanding bridge the season, the first one held
party; given by Mrs. Mary by Mrs. Samellen Wilson on LaEthel Jones last Saturday night. bor Day at her lovely home on
where six tables of members Quinn Avenue.
and guests enjoyed top-drawer ST. ANDREWS
bospitility and lots of convivial Women of St. Andrews
church
gay repartee. Scorces of prizes, are working like
beavers Y
too, were bestowed upon Rose make their forthcomin
g WomEvans, Hazzel Bass, Nina Bray. en's Day Program
to be held
on art1 Doris Ray . . . and Sunday. Oct.
30, a great sucguest! Norma Jean Griffin and cess. Mrs. Thomas
Perkins is
Delores Alexander.
the general chairman of the
Atte/tins to the success of event, and under
her guidance,
4Mail In Your News
'Pad Pehlke! Advertisement)
(Paid Political Advertisement)
Stories To The

BY MARJORIE I. ULEN :
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Fashion Fair Coming
To Memphis Oct. 31

genninger

Goes anywhere...and

NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington

BLACK NYLON point de'esprit short formal dress has a
strapless bodice and a full
tufted barrel skirt. Worn with

a matching tulle bat. By
Gregorian& of Rome. EBONY
Fashion Fair model is Corinne Huff. "MISS HUFF"

goes beautifully!

Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to

publish it for you
"Free" of Any
Charges

WOOTEN'S
MODERN SUPER MARKET

••••••••
•••••••••
01•11110.
••••••••
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•••••••0

GRAY
HAIR
A140 RESTORE
ORIGINAL COLOR?

EDUCATOR ENTHUSIASTIC FOR KENNEDY
Dr. Rosa L. Gragg of Detroit, distinguished educitor and president of the National Association
of Colored Women's Clubs, Inc., says, "Because
education is our most valuable resource for the
future, I am voting for Senator John Kennedy
for president. He and the Democratic Party
pledge an end to segregated schools by 1963.
Even further, they believe in Federal aid to education, our own hope for ending the nation's shortage of classrooms and teachers. I sincerely
believe that Senator John Kennedy will uphold
these pledges."

Don't let gray hair hurt you in
business or social life: Learn about
the ANTI-ORAY VITAMIN COURBIr.
usvd so successfully by MEN and
MOURN in Anti-Gray Clinics of
the semortiti, DINTITUTZ OP
DIRMATICTICS. You
new
ran
know - for the first time - the
ItiscS vitamin formulas and slutHal fond Erich in anti-5r17 tutors)
that make up this easy to follow
Course It shows lust what to de
about gray hair caused by deficiency in certain health vitamins It
else gives ,teisottne facts and
clinical proofs of the preventioo
of gray hair and restoration of its
°rig nal color after &Cuttingly% in
these particular vitamins have been
corrected TT@ count* is seonOmical
and brief and Win DOI 'Marrero
with arty kind of health diet that
you may now be on - such II low
tat low -salt, slenderising. etc So
don't give up boos This anti-gray
course may b• your at:Nettle rem.rlY Send for yours now Remember e•ch day Of delay means
more gra, hair has come your
way Course only iiIS Or C0,0
plus onstage Laney back par.
ante.
Derinatettol Institut* Library. Dep..
n tin TIM Aviv New York N. Y.

Negro Owned and Operated

.1.111111
AMMO

•••••••
•••••11.11,
•-••••••

Serving You Better
for Less
Spend Your Money Where
It Is Appreciated
WELL STOCKED — AIR CONDITIONED
FOR YOUR SHOPPING COMFORT
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF GOODS
COMPETITIVE PRICES

WOOTEN'S FOOD CENTER
2015 Nedra — Telephone BR 40213

••••••••
.•••••
MUNN

••••••
sorlir
•••••••
.
1111•11••
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MOM

new itina2 phone!

ma,

••••••
11.10•16

There are so many reasons why this
lovely new extension phone fits gracefully wherever you put it in your horns.
One is that it's modern—styled for
the modern taste that likes beauty with
simplicity.
Another, It. small—to take lass room
on table or desk or kitchon counter.
So you can haw a phone where ono is
needed but spec* is limited.

And the dial lights up. It glows In the
dark so you can find it quickly and,
whim you lift the receiver, light. up
brightly to make dialing easy.
Your choice of attractive colors helps
you decorate, too. You can order the
Princess phona in whits, Wit" Pink.
blue or turquoise.
Just call or visit our &alums aka ot
ask any installer-repairman.

lelouthorn Bellj
e

141.011

.;
•
r4

Cladia Nevels and Mice Mcsame amount of calcium and
Knight.
protein as a full quart of milk.
Mainly for your self content
Many know the pleasure ref
or assurance or just to put our
eating this nutrtious food In
or your mind at ease the followcombined in cooking with o er
ing had better check on their
foods, but few have discovered
mate: Regina Ferguson, Benthe old dining custom of eenr:
nett& Nelson, Frances Mitchell,
GRACE WILLIAMS
bining cheese and fruit foL
Abe Williams, Nancy Echols,
imunomisionniffitimmouitmommummme
dessert Nothing is more bead:
'Annie Pearl Bridgefort A. J. AlSo you think you are sophis- tiful that a tray generously
bright, Charles Lagan and Henticated. Have your taste buds offering a selection of cheesq
ry Harris.
clothes and cosmopolitan airs? some hard, some soft, soma
TOPS
Ones worldliness can easily be mild, some sharp-somethinib
Pete Cobbs(BTW) Frank Reydetermined by his food likes for every possible taste.
. noids (FB) Willie Kimmons
a
and dislikes. A taste for mild
For this simple dessert sere{DOUG) Steve Peyton (Ham.)
cheese is acquired naturally ice, select a wooden tray of'
Charles King (BTW) Billie Doss
as a process of growing up, chop plate. Place a variety
(MAN.).
GO
HELLO:
Robert Fouche, James Lewis
but a liking for nippier and cheese directly on the
tray
Geraldine Gray (BTW) Joan
"All
All eyes are focused on the and Carrie Littlejohn and last
stronger cheese is one of the shiny green grape leaves,
(ga,
stage, the band plays, every. but not least the untouchables Williams (Ham) Margaret Burthings that develops gradually lax or other). The variety
and
(DOUG) Shirley Crawford
thing is quite and tense, the Mack Simmons and Barbara
as taste buds become
more number of cheeses served Ara
Geraldine Parks (FEl)
curtain rises slowly and from Harris:
sophisticate
d.
Tyrone Patterson and Nome Truewood (BTW) Teresa
a matter of choice. All fruits sr.
btl- position in the audience, Carol Doxey
Cheese experts say there are arranged on the tray or may be
. . . Then the fol- Tribble (BW)
front row center, we watched lowing
NA^T.:
SCHOLAR-Presimore than 200 varieties of this served in separate bowls.
was announced: Best SIDELINES
wide competition, and Joe
Everett, Jr., President of
closely, eagerly and attentively Dressed
e-E Stephen .1. Wright of
versatile dairy food, ranging
Margaret Sherrod and
McClure, President of DisRipe pears, apples and grapes
the
Nashville
Branch
of
Wouldn't
it
be
nice
if Don Fisk University provides a
the players took their places Frank I
in name from Abertam to go well with all
trict Five and Robert L.
owe, Most Handsome McMillan would revealNAPE.
cheeses. Crisj .
his
secarid now lights
1
. camera, Adrian Hubbard,
personally conducted tour
Zwirn, and in taste from mild crackers of various
size and
ret
admiration
for
B.
P.
Say
lights, action.
to very strong While a number kind belong with this
Most Attractive Shirley craw- Robbie Rogers we see you in of the University for the
dessfrt.
of these varieties differ only in course. For an
.
1:NOTE"
ford and Best Dancer Percy various places with Adrian Hub- winner of the one thousand
interesting de%
dollars National Alliance of
name oi
geographic
origin,
Every week we are going to Ward and Shirley Campbell
sert tray, place a center pieci,
bard, we were wondering if
Postal Employees Scholarthere are many interesting and of grape leaves on
feature a picture of the week. Most likely to succeed Curlene Cleavern does.
a round
ship and NAPE officials.
different cheese flavors, each chop plate. On the leaves
starting with next week, so Hamilton . . . Best Physique
place.
distinctive and each especially thin cartwheels of
watch out the first one maybe Junienne Briscoe and Samuel Say Francetta Estes what is In the University's new stujuicy reit
it between you and John Sand- dent union
suited to a particular taste se- pears, leaving the
Qt. you.
Dr. Wright, left
Love . . .
skins p.
ers ... The same thing goes for points out a work of art to
sation.
"."CURTAIN CALL"
Then came the intermission
Around this gay centerpieeetv
Bennett&
Nelson
Everybody is filed with excite and we quickly made our way
and Joe Perry Miss Miriam Johnson, 18, a
Thousands of college students machine shop, a hotel and a Among the most popular arrange wedges of Camem
meat as the K,,uples of the year to the refreshment counter for . . There's no doubt about freshman from Jackson. will suffer violent accidents on recreation center.
cheeses available today are and
Roquefort, alterna
awards are riven out by r-le drinks, hot dogs, and more pop- Freddie Foster andDe m psey
ville, Florida. who captured the nation's campuses thisl
Cheddar, generally known as Camembert wedges are f
"In
short
it
contains
all
the
other than that great host Joe corn and was surprised to find Jackson. Elmo Logan and the scholarship in nationschool year, a safety expert th- danger a - traffic,
fires, "American." Swiss; Gouda and Roquefort wedges lean.
Johnson.
Charles Smith and Bobbie Set- Yours Truly.
warns.
cr;;nes, machines, chemicals, Edam: Cream Cheese; Brick sure the Camembert is meld
One to receive these most tles, Marva Crawford and ShelTo a certain junior girl at But at the present time I'm
James F. Nihan, director of a^4 human frailities - of a and Blue. Other favorites are soft, a good contrast in
honorable awards Were: Mary tie Owens working there . . . Manasas . • There's no need not thinking about you . . .
Provalone. Mozzarella, Par- ture to the marbled crumli'es
G. safety education for the State city."
Calhoun and Ernest Hardin; There were several eye catching • . Elmo's mind can't be chang- H. . . We know everything is University of New
York, ad- Nihan notes that faculty mem- mesan and Romano, which orig- ness of Roquefort.
Bernestine Prewitt and Melvin and unsuspection sight as Eddie ed. Mary Wallace what happen- just fine with Claudette Clift and n its on'
would hardly expect bers and office workers also inated in Italy; and Camembert During October, 4 Cees4,,,,
Hill: Obadiah Richmond and Ford and Johnny Rutland, Shir- ed after the game with you and Lawrence Green (Hamiltca)
this from a quiet academic face possible serious injuries on and Neufchatel, originally from Festival Month" we are offeAls
Annie Hampton; Effie Erby and ley Willis and Johnny Wilson, number 15 (L. M.1? ... One oi Now
the curtain is closing on atmosphere. "However, noth- campus. A study of 500 In- France.
ing to homemakers our chea
us would like the identity of the last act and the haps are ing could be further from reali- jury reports found that the
"Commonly
of- No matter what its national chart
Bertrands No, 40 revealed . . . falling into the future and re- ty." he says.
flee worker and faculty mem-I origin or name all cheese are Cheese". It is designed to op- z
Please contact us immediately member we're watching you "A college or university," her ranked higher than thel principally of milk and are quaint
vim with the cheese jotak)
,
To whom it may concern, I Earnest Crain, Edward John- Nihan writes in the current maintenance worker in
the foods. They contain the high- see in the dairy bar at tt
believe in live and let live, so son, Mamie Shields, Maedelle issue of College and University number ei campus injuries.
quality protein and calcium of local groceries. For your chart
live it up while you have a Smith, Marilyn Isabell and you Business magazine, "is at
milk in concentrated form. For write art, call the Memphis',;
chance bcause . I might de- Bertrand's number 40 . Till once an office building, a volaREGISTER
example, 4 to 5 ounces of Amer- Dairy Council, 135 No. Pauline;;'
cide to move in again.
Then
C U.
tile research center, a farm, a
SO YOU CAN VOTE
ican Cheese provides almost the Memphis, Tennessee. JA 6.7303'
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'All Around Towne'
By Gloria

A Guide To Good

EATING

Haley

and
Betty Cunigan

oi

College Campuses
Can Be Dangerous

oFtcrAPArnrmleqwwwomoittr,

Entet- arnation's SpectQa4t- SweetteQkas,./ 14/iN/ Ws/
111

Ey CARLOTTA S WATSON
Dear Mrs. Watson: I am 21
Musing: THE HOUSE BY and have been seeing a certain
THE SIDE OF THE ROAD- fellow for almost three months.
Let. me live in a house by the He is a very bright fellow and
side of the road-where the is excelent company. Unlile.
race of men go by-The men most fellows. I have dated,
who are good and the men who he reads good books knows
are' bad-As good and as bad what is happening in the world
as I. I would sit in the corner's and does not try to make vioseat, or hurl the csynic's ban- lent love to me whenever we
Let me live in a house by the are alone. I have permitted him
side of the road-and be a to monopolize my time because
friend to man. Sam Walter I would rather be with him than
Foss.
anyone I know. We have dated
15'ear Mrs. Watson I am a every weekend since we met
young woman in my 20's. I am and I have told the other fellows
in love with a man who is 29. I am not available. Yet when
He says he is in love with me. he is asked if we are going
But* he tries to make me jeal- steady he says no. This is
ous by flirting with other girls. strange. Why is he like that?
Yet he calls me up, and if I Ethel
am not at home, he always
Dear Ethel: What do you
wants to know where I was at want-an affidavit? It sounds
the time he called. Do you very much as if he is your
think that he really loves me? steady whether he wants to adWorried.
mit it or not. Some men like
Dear Worried. Your boy to be considered "free" until
friend is behaving like a teen- they march down the aisle.
ager. By the time one has If it .bolsters his ego (or saves
reached the age of 29, such his face) to announce to the
childish behavior is silly. If I world that no female has him
were you I would consider get- hooked, what do you care? You
ting another boy friend who know better, and that knowlacts like a man.
edge' should be sufficient.

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Fastest

Place Your

Growing

Order

Line Of

Today,

Greeting

Before

Cards In

The Rush

America

Season

Today!

Begins

20 Cards

20 Cards
si 40

•

iso
V. and Mn. John Crawford

NEGRO GREETING CARDS

:WIWI_in tillEtattralll
Win! Wild 61 OFIRE
WORLD'S MOST GLAMOROUS
1961 CARS!

One Can BeYOURS!
61 GLAMOROUS CARS IN ALL
- AND ALL NEW 1011's

(Luxury features) Licensed and
de-, vered to winners' homes)

ROLLS ROYCE Sayer Cloud Sedan
CADILLAC Eldorado Biarritz Convertible
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL 4-0r.
CADILLAC 62 4-Dr. Sedan 13•Vill•
PORSCHE Carron° Hardtop
MERCEDES-BENZ 220 SI 4-Dr.
BUICK Electra 4-Dr Sedan
IMPERIAL Crown Sports Soda.,
ALFA ROMEO Spider Roadsfirr Conv•rtible
JAGUAR XX 150 Roadstar
'WICK Invicta 4-Dr. Hardtop
THUNDERBIRD Convertible
CHRYSLER N•to Yorker 4-Dr, Hardtop
THUNDERBIRD Hardtop
OLDSMOBILE IN 4-Dr. Hardtop
CORVETTE Sportst•r
BORGWARD Isab•Ila Sport Coup*
FIAT 1500 Roadster
CHRYSLER Saratoga 4-0r. Sedan
DAIMLER SP 250 Convertibl•
OLDSMOBILE Super 88 4-0r. Hardtop
DE SOTO 4-Dr. Hardtop Sports Sedan
PONTIAC Bonneville Sport Cows..
AUSTIN-HEALEY Delies• Roodst•r
MERCURY Monter•y 4-Dr. Hardtop
PONTIAC Star Chief Sport Sedan
DODGE Polar, V-8 4-Or Mardt•p
MGA DOI< Cenvertibl•
BUICK L. Sabre 2-Dr. Hardtop
MERCURY M•teor $OO 4-Dr. Hardtop
FORD Galazie Town Victoria
PLYMOUTH Fury Sport Sedan
CHEVROLET Parkweed 6-Pas. 4-Dr. Wagon
CHEVROLET Invoke Sport Sedan
RAMBLER (6) Custom 4-Dr. Wagon
TRIUMPH YR 3 Convertible
DODOS Dart Pioneer V-11 2-Dr. HT
CHEVROLET Bel Air Sport Sedan
SAAB Grandtcwrismo Sedan "700"
FORD Fairlon• SOO 4-Dr.
PLYMOUTH gelvedine Sport Coup•
RAMBLER Rabat V-8 4-0r. Sedan
RENAULT Caravelle Hardtop
PONTIAC Tirsnp•st
STUDEBAKER g Lark Regal 4-0r.
JEEP 4-Wheel Drier,
VOLVO 544 2-Dr. Sedan
VOLKSWAGEN Korrnonn Ghia
STUDEBAKER 6 Lark Royal 4-Dr.
OLDSMOBILE F-85
WICK Special
PEUGEOT 4-Dr. Sunroof
HILLMAN Convertible Sedan
PLYMOUTH Valiant 4-Dr. Sedan
CORVAIR Delva• 4-Dr.
FALCON re-Or Sedan
COMET 4-Dr. Sedan
RANKER American 2-Dr. Wagers
VAUXHALL Victor 4-Dr.
MORRIS "1060" Defuse 4-0v.
SIMCA Arend,4-Do.

1000 other great prizes, too! 1061 chances for you to win!
'4'

GENERAL ILICTRIC

500

POLAROID*
CAMERAS

1RANSISTOR
RADIOS

BIG CASH BONUS
Win on extra $500!
_..e.s• F.' ,

2

plus 4 extra twos for each car new CUSTOM SUPER/CUSHION
whitewalls by 4.40.1"Aa

NCOEASED

• ImRrieteci

W.:41

,

• EaSy To 'Self
• Now I960 Slim Line

FASHION GREETINGCARDS
6651 MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO 37, ILLINOIS

re,
f
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EVAPORATED

• Also Spccial-As,sc..,trm rt
• New Value-P3ckcci C'"
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rt.t.4`
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IT'S FUNI IT'S EASY!
NOTHING TO WRITE, GUESS OR FIGURE OUTI
No jingles to complete.
No "25 words or loss" to write. It's Carnation's way
to say thanks to you for making Carnation
Evaporated Milk and Carnation Instant the world's leaders.
So join the fun Enter the CARnation CARnival now.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY ALL NISI FINE @nation PRODUCTSI
CARNATION IVAPoRATIR MILK - looks like cream, pours like cream,
es en whips! It's the milk you MT use Hite cream-with tis the fat calories.
CARNATION INSTANT NONFAT IlittT MILK - this Is the "Marie Crystals"
Instant. the Instant that's delicious for drinking.
CARNATION INSTANT CHOCOLATE FLAVORED DRINK
CARNATION INSTANT MALTED MILK

CARnation CARnivaI SWEEPSTAKES OFFICIAL RULES
I. Print your name and address. and your
grocery store's name and address. on
entry blank or on plain paper. Send it
along with:
(a) The label from any aloe can of
CARNATION EVAPORATED
MILK. or (b) Moe patch from any 'Ise box of
CARNATION INSTANT NONFAT
DRY MILK. or (c) Theyellow patCh from a box of CARNATION INSTANT DRY CHOCO.
LATE FLAVORED DRINK. or (di The label from any flavor of
CARNATION INSTANT MALTED
MILE,if you have say Of them,or(I liand-ctopy the word "Carnation."
from this advertisement or from
any source. in plain block letters
on • plain Piece of payer.
2. A bonus prise of 5500 in coals will be
awarded to the winners of the top 61

prizes ii, with their entry, they have submitted 3 labels from any of the above
products or hand copied the word "Ca rna
Lion." from this advertisement or from
any source. in plain block letters on a
plain piece of paper, 3 times.
3. Mail your entry to CS Risotto% CA Raisica
Sweepstakes. Post Office Box 59. Los An.
soles 51. California. All entries mom be
postmarked before midnight November 30.
1980, and received before midnight De.
cernber 6, 1980
4. Enter u often as you like, but each
entry must be mailed separately and must
conform to all rules Drawing will he
made by the Reuben H. Donnelley Corm
ration. as independent judging agency.
and the winners of the prizes as listed
will he not Pied within 30 days after Homo(
Sweepstakes. First name drawn wins Rolls
Royce. Next RO names drawn win in order
of air Bating. I.Ist of winners as pliable
to those sending self addressed stamped

envelopes. Only one winner to a family.
S. Anyone In the United States or Canada
may enter. except Persons residing in
areas where Sweepstakes are prohibited
by law BM employees (and members of
their fernlike)of the Carnation Company.
Its afellates, ltd advertising agencies and
the,Iudgln$orgaization,Sweepstakessub'Pet to Federal. Donsinjon. State and other
applicable laws. Whining Canadian contestants will be asked the following question of skill: "Name two of three products
Carnation distributes In Canada... Liability for Federal. Dominion. State
or other taxes Imposed on prizes awarded
is the sole responsibility of winners. COT.
testant's entry in this Sweepstakes tonsiltotes arl.v ,pta nee of theme rules. All entries
become the Property of the Carnation
comoar,-. none will be returned.
7. The ir 'hotel of the Independent judging
agency on all matters relating to this
Sweepstakes will be final.

El\TTR"Sr ISIZAILMIC
Entry blank not required (please read
but for your convenience you may
use this entry blank and get adclItkinal entry blanks at your grocery store.
Before fru:sling be turn to read the raiPs elt left. Send to:
CARnation CAR4Ival IWEIPITAKIS
P.O. lox SIF• Lee Anoeies 51, CalifornIa
NAME
(//aeo. print plainly1
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

STATF.

glIOP AT
(Nome of grocery sterol
ADDRESS

I
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Money Problems?

5.1., Oct. $, 1960

I'll help. Solution
available, if instructions followed. Strictly
personal.

Theo

John Wamsteker

KOCI0
Anna

Dept. 16-x
Box 10, Ottery, Cape,
South Africa

C.Lk. -r

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS SALES

It has been echoed in many most delicious menue was servgatherings that the West Tenn. ed after the business meeting
A. & M. Fair was certainly conducted by Mrs. Alfreda Potbetter this year and the child ter, president. Projects were
yen were really thrilled at the run down for the year and re,
MOW anyone ean bus Dr111001
c C GOVERNM6NT eUkHELLO:
carnival on the midway. School newed effort was made to conBooner and Fannie Gaines, Le- from
Pt.tlS DIPCYPS, by mall for your
children got a holiday last Fri- tinue the many successful proAgain we bring you greet- roy Davis ad Carolyn Davis, self or far resais Carreras, binoculars. cars Jeeps. truces, boats
day so they could enjoy the jects that were carried out last
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absorbed throughly, cool and
bring
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to the American objective
Linda
Cuteness — Erma Clark and Bettye Sue O'Neale — Manassas
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enread with common sense.
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Mitchell;
Carol
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Most
Yates
—
center, a recreation building
Bertrand
At a recent meeting of the
Mrs. Reuben Jackson, Sr.
SOCIALLY
all."
that has been donated to the sophomores class, officers and and Handsome — Antionette SECRETS OF CHARMS
The first meeting of the new Negro citizens of Jackson by student council representatives Mitchell and Samuel Love.
Among the other participants
Making Friends: In this
fiscal year of Delta Sigma the city. Helping in this effort were elected for the current Ladylike and Gentleman — world, everyone needs compan- were Juanita LeVon Gaines
Theta Sorority, Jackson Alum- will be the Masquerade Ball year.
Lucille Jackson and Booker ionship. It is very important to and Wonder Lynn Davis.
nae chapter, was held the sec- which is to be announced.
George know how to make and keep FRESHMAN BOYS
The new officers are; presi- Jones; Most Versatile
ond Saturday in September in
The memebers are: Mn. dent, Willie Granderson; vice- Motton and Mattie Grahamn; friends.
John Wilburn, Melvin Redeethe lovely home of Mrs. Bertha Devernice Bryant, Mrs. Bertha, president,
Walter Wilson; sec- Most Loquacious — Pauline Here are some suggestions: mer, Leandrew Davis, Luther
Collins who serves as treasurer Collins, Mrs. Shelly Meeks, retary,
Rodgers, John Coger, William
Sullistine Tyson; treas- Washington and Talvern Wil- I. To have a friend be one
of the organization. Assisting Mrs. Mattie Miliken, Mrs., urer, Howard
Cain and Arran Fox.
Harper; sergeant- hite; Most Likely to Succeed— 2. Check your complexes
her was her sister Mrs. Mild- Mace Payne, Miss Mary E. at-arms, Otha Mabry. Ernest Eloise Shumpert and David 3. Cultivate interest in others GIRLS
Discover the Wonderful Blood-Strengthening*
red Hay of Brownsville, Tenn. Taylor, Mrs. Etta D. Walker, Carpenter, Ruby Harris and Carnes; Most Cool Disposition 4. Avoid being selfish
Ora Hokes, Beatrice Jamer•
who is also a Delta soror. A and Mrs. Marie Wisdom.
Action Of This Women's Iron Tonic!
5.
Praise
others for their son, Mettle Garrette, Gloria
Gwendolyn Glover are the rep- — Russell Purnell and Lois
achievements
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Dsvis;
Weep, do you strengthen your blood within OBI
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Smith,
Best
Dressed
Annie
—
resentatives to the student coun.
still f1 tired out? Often this day! Thus quickly help build rich.
Faulkner and Lovie Fleming.
!sale Boyd and Harold Smith. RIDDLE
cll.
run-down feeling is due to "Iron- red blood ... to restore strength
??? What three rings does TOP COUPLES
Hungry Blood" (•simple iron and energy so you feel fine again
Librarian William E. Jones is LET'S TAKE NOTICE —
love
lead
to
???
Engagement
Ralph
Williams and Shirley deficiency anemia). Then it's fast! If your blood is so starved
Laverr. Lee, Carolyn Moore,
the class advisor.
needless for most women to suffer for iron that you just drag
Sylvia Williams. Georgia Car- ring-Wedding-ring and Suffer- Gawford, Marjorie Crutcher stic.h
eel
awful weariness.
through the day, get wonderful
Ring.
and
Lawrence
Woods,
Doris
roll, Jackie Nesbitt, Emma J.
Take Lydia E. Pinkham Tab- Lydia E. Pinkham Tablets from
WANTS MEMBERS
WORD
TO
THE WISE
Farley and Private Eugene lets, only iron tonic made espe- any drug store today. Then just
Longley, Lilia Ann Abron, PatPhi Beta Lambda announces
cially for women. Rich in iron, see if you don't soon feel like
ricia Hooks, Dorothy Rodgers, As a rule men believe what Lane, Emma Nicholson and Pinkham
Tablets start to "new" woman again.
that students enrolled in two or
they wish to.
Percy Jones, Fannie NicholMaxine Weaver.
more business courses are eligiJulius Ceasar son and Henry Robinson, Roy
Larry Mitchell, Russell PurFEMALE AILMENTS — Famous Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable
ble for membership.
Compound (Liquid) also brings blessed relief from the miserMelvin Hill, Steve Payton,
nell,
At the national convention of
able discomforts of change-of-life and monthly pain.
the future business leaders of James Buford, Samuel Love,
Charles Terry, Harold Smith,
America held in Chicago last
June, the Owen College Chapter Booker Jones, La Von Kelsey.
won the gold seal award and FASHIONS
Meriam Cooper and A. D. Ad- This year the latest fashions
ams, representing the state of among the girls are corduroy
Tennessee won third place in tennis and knee tickler skirts.
the national business vocabulary Some seen sporting these fashions are:
relay.
Bonnie Draper, Lois Davis,
CHOIR ELECTION
OF EXTRA CaST
The college choir elected the
Availabl• in all silos.
following officers for the year:
Including
gallons.
President, Chrystal Morrow vice
100 or 10 PROOF
*VIICPel
president. Sam Lacy: secretary,
DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN
MOTOR EXCHANGE
Erma Dockery; assistant secreNEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF U S A. CLEAR SPRING
Money Down
Smith; treasurer
tary,
Bobbie
DISTILLING CO., DIVISION OF JAMES B. BEAM DISTILLING CO., CIIRMONT, KY.
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Aaron Booker; Librarian, Isaiah
Madison; reporter, George TayAll
lor; chaplain, Georgia Bland.
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Pearlie Williams, Mary Jones,
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Georgia Bland and Jean Carter Wresker
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committee.
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the Speech Club and
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from
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Dance Club, which were organEach Account Insured To $10,000
typewriters
the last word
ized by Mrs. R7 B. Sugarmon,
JA 6-0672
instructor.
languages
styled
Beautifully
Portables!
la
40 YEARS AT FOURTH AND REALE
and designed, they're just as
practical as they are handsome.
the newest portables ever drowned et!
They're built solid. They stay
TH5 HEW
put when you type on them.
In performance and printwork
they are tops by far! Choose
from 6 lovely colors. Come in
RUIET-IITERe MEN PORTABLES
soon ... try these great new
portables for yourself.
Prices Start at $59.95
Pay As Little As
FLORIDA AT TRIGG
Buy by the Case at a Saving
$1.25 Per Week

Hamilton High

OWEN COLLEGE
110 - BITS

SLEEP 8 HOURS-WAKE UP TIRED?

DARK EYES

SAVE NOW

Memphis' largest selling

VODKA

AT

HASTINGS

No

MIDWAY

•
Also Mixed Cases At Case Prices
QUICK AND COURTEOUS SERVICE

Telephone JA. 64963
355 Seale

LISTEN!

T/K

HIAR
WHY

Drive In - Self-Service
Hamburgers & Hot Dogs

MRS. ELEANOR
ROOSEVELT

WALTER P.
REUTHER
ens , Dane/ Arlo W rho%

and many other great Amerkans

support JOHN F. KENNEDY for President

•

Ave.

LADIES INVITED

Come in now ... get the Remington
color- key Touch Typing Course
with any model Remington you buy!

588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend

LIQUOR STORE
•
LIQUOR - GIN - WINE
BOURBON • BRANDY
VODKA

MUTUAL
FEDERAL

7:00 A.M., MONDAY,WEDNISDAY 1, FRIDAY

WDIA 1070 kc on your dial
onissateil al•robes emotes be sonalmos of ne Usdrod airessotole Weeters. ARVID

2 For 25c
Chili-Dog 15c
Chili-Burger 15c
/
1 2 Bar-B-Q Chicken 69c
/
1
2 Pts. & Pt's. Chili
Hot Food to Go.
•
Hot Coffee
Het Chocolate

REMINGTON

R& H1657Home Service
LAMAR AVE.
Phone BR 44050

We Also Have Sewing Machines
Vacuum Cleaners - Appliances

EASY TERMS
Small Down Payment
Cell For FREE Home Demonstration

KENNEDY AT RIGHTS RALLY—Senator John F. Kennedy as he addressed NAACP sponsored civil rights rally at Shrine Auditorium in
Los Angeles, just four days before he secured Democratic nomination.
All other candidates spoke or were represented. A walloping crowd
7,000 attended the three and a half hour NAACP rally.

PRESIDENT
for
KENNEDY
JOHNSON for VICE PRESIDENT

The right of every American to think,
to speak, to read, to worship as he
"leases.

The right of every American to ha%
equal access to the voting booth.

The right of every American to live
in a decent home in a neighborhood
of his choice.

The right of every American to receive
just compensation for his labor, hit
crops, his goods.

The right of every American to be
educated.

John F. Kennedy

"The challenging '60s demand that
the President place himself in the
very thick of the fight, thaf he care
?assionately about the fate of
qle people he leads."
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Like Roosevelt

a
• S•

Franklin D. Roosev•It

KENNEDY CARES
Senator John F. Kennedy is a
leader in the tradition of Franklin D.
Roosevelt. That's why Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt recently said of Senator
Kennedy:
"Hero is a man who wants to
leave a record of not only helping
his countrymen but of having
helped humanity as a whole. ..."
And Eleanor Roosevelt also said, "Senator Kennedy
will fight to get prompt action on civil rights."
Mrs. Roosevelt knows that. John F. Kennedy cares
about people. Like FDR, he is concerned with human problems. He believes in the Rights of Man and he will act to
advance the Rights of Man. He wants all Americans to
have an equal chance in life for a good education, a good
lob, a decent home, a meaningful future.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, great Democratic President,
said, "Our fight—yours and mine—is to keep democracy
safe by keeping it moving forward."
After eight years of aloof, do-little Republicanism in
the White House, it is time again to move democracy forward—to a new day for citizens at home and our friends
overseas in the rising nations of Africa and Asia.
It is time again for great Democratic leadership in the
tradition of Roosevelt. It is time to elect JOHN F. KENNEDY
President of the United States. He will fight for your rights.
He will provide great leadership for America. Give him
your help. Vote for JOHN F. KENNEDY.

SENATOR KENNEDY and LAWYERS representing the National Bar
Association. Left to right, Leroy G. Charles, Chicago Regional Director;
Elmer C. Jackson, Kansas City, Mo., president of the NBA; Edward B.
Toles, Chicago, chairman of the Judiciary Committee; Senator Kennedy; Theodore W Coggs, Milwaukee, 2d vice president; Mrs. Rosa
Charles, Chicago, president of the Women's Auxiliary, NBA; William
S. Thompson, Washington, D C., executive board member, and Roy
C Garvin, Washington, D C
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P. L. PRATTISk right, Editor of The Pittsburgh Courier, questions Senator
Kennedy, who then was a presidential hopeful, to discover the exact
role he is playing as th• Democratic candidate for President. Congressman William I.. Dawson of Illinois, center, voices his approval of
the Senator's forthright answers.

SENATOR KENNEDY and VEL PHILLIPS, Democratic National Committeewoman, Wisconsin, who stated: "Senator Kennedy has the best
record, the best understanding of human problems and the best
chance to win the election. He is our best and only chance to elect
liberal President."
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SENATOR KENNEDY,"Champion of Human Rights," talks politics with
his friend, Not "King" Cole, "Champion of Entertainers."
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-John F Kennedy

"I believe in the right of every
American to stand up for his
rights, and when necessary, to
sit down for them."

Champion of
Human Rights

*
."
:14

SENATOR KENNEDY TALKING WITH STUDENTS at Bluefield State
Teachers College, Bluefield, W. Va., during his whirlwind primary
swing through West Virginia. This meeting was sponsored by tt
West Virgina for Kennedy Committee.
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SENATOR KENNEDY rn•ets Massachusetts State Representative Oswald
S. Jordon, right, of Boston Another Bostonian. Attorney Herbert E.
Tucker, left, one of the Senator's aides who is carrying th• Democratic
candidate's campaign fight to all sections, makes the introduction
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FRANK D. REEVES, left, assistant to Senator Kennedy, and David
Boston, right, of Detroit, Mich., present the Sertator with a photo
taken at the Notional Convention of the Veteran of Foreign Wars
held in Detroit, Mich. Senator Kennedy was one of the principal
speakers.

SENATOR KENNEDY, who is Chairman of the Africa Sobcommotte• of
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, getting a first-hand report of
developments in Africa from the Honorable K. A Gbiedemah, right,
Minister of Finance, Ghana, and His Excellency E Aytth-Kumi, center,
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Ghana.
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SENATOR AND MRS. KENNEDY attend a reception and tea in their
honor at the Bellevu•-Stratford Hotel in Philadelphia. This reception
was sponsored by Reverend John D. Bright, now Bishop Bright, who
I. shaking hands with the Senator. Dr. William Gray, extreme left,
and other prominent Philadelphians, pledge their support.
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Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town!!
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks
301

Real Estate

FLYNN

Karig nice seeders I bedroom asbestos
.ridition
Price
hsoatil
bungalow.
97,250 00• 935000 down including cicala( test. Flat metes 151.65.

532 E. TRIGG

WILSON-GALBREATH CO
Realtors - BR 6-4515
524 South Cooper
SITION WANTED-FEMALE
*ERIENGED LADY WANTS WORK 3
apt peir week. General hoosewerk or
oby-titter. FA 7-0620

"U. B. ODINIS soucinrSend Coins, Will Send Check Not Pleased,
RetUrtt Check
*Mae*
COINS
Solo
illarlous Ina. Invited
Anpritieed
PAVATA'S COIN EXCHANGE
rushing Mt. 1.1
N E.
43-44 155th St
Member AN 4.

and

Painting

Dewey's Auto Service
479 Linden

Ave. IA

$7 95
$1.57 Doz.

7-0328

Bob's Juvenile
Shop

Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.

BLOMBERG

3206 W. Roosevelt Road
SA. 2-9622
ii&ls Stamps With Purchase

MAIDS $35-$60
WEEK
Maids $35 to $80 per weak In New York,
New Jersey. end Hartford. Connecticut
Free room and board; tickets sant
Write
EMPLOYMENT
LUCKY
STAR
AOlthCY, P. 0. Box 2203. Birmingham,
Alabama, A SOUTHERN AGENCY SERVINGS SOUTHERN PEOPLE.

0.0 NAME 0 ADDRESS LABELS tl 00
Pocket Rubber Stamp
$2.50
SRC Bonk Company Box No 1233
Nashville 3. Tenn

POLISHED baroque mnsamethyst, obsidium,
lure of tigereyn
postpaid
V
agate other $3 95 pound
Brubaker 0,214 W L-12, Lancaster Calif

E. Hunter Construction
Company

BUSINESS SERVICE
GOR1NE COLLEGE OF
COSMETOLOGY
PHYSIO-THERAPY, INC.
449 Beale Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
Telephone JA 5-9 1 1 1

FA. 7-3966 Anytime

Bank Terms

Phone

Phone
RE 5-9192

RE 5.9192

FORMS

If you are sick worried and run down please come to me.
I can help, money is no object If you seem to be carrying an
evil condition that's holding you down; If your luck never
seems to just reach you; If your loved ones seem to be
drifting away from yiii; If you have any of these problems.
I can most certainly help you.
Just 10 minutes horn down town Memphis, Get the West
Memphis, Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner
of 3rd and Union St.
Ask the Bus Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
14th street open every day.

months

POR SALE, JACKS. TOOLS. fiND
;Owe etulronent to run a garage. Will
rent building to reliable mascot JAckaoti
6-031111
-INQUIRES waterer) RHEA FIRE AND
burglar alarm iyttem Irineleni arid inexpensive For oome and business Shelton
, Distriblittne Co. 11114 Lindero (Wino No 101
Phone BR 4-.Panll

H&R GARAGE SERVICE
',specialising in Mechanic
and Paint Work.
947 Linden Ave.

Body, Fonder

IA

6-4640

4TH STREET
REPAIR SHOP
Wrecker Sortie, - Deer Roped
242 Se. Fourth
COO A.M. sottll
JA 7-6703

CLASSIFIED
OWant Ad
RATES
15c per agate line
5 words to a line
30c
lines
45c
3 lines
60e
......
4 lines
75e
5 lines
514 PT SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.
Sahli &ATI on 2
l 0 pt.
finee ordinary tope

18 Pt

24 PT.

36 PT.

SAM! RATS AS
S lines iodinate

nye
SAMS
RATE AS
'N..
aneirigee

rya
ancellations of want-ads can
be given until 12 noon Satur
day Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
St regular rates

111,

I

SAME RAT! se 4
hoes ordinary type

FOR
QUICK
RESULTS
DEADLINES
12 Noon

Monday

Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given as
to position in column T. F
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change

in

rate

without

notice.
Tri-State Defender box num
bets - the words comprising
the address - whether name
and street or telephone, or
Tbe Tri-State Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement.

6SEXICAPI iwrIrORCE or marriage, valid,
quick. easy Details
either
ono
$2.
Box 506 Tliiisna BC Mexico
diet

STOP SUFFERING! !
Post $1 oo NOW Reply envelope Orifice
PoqrT TVS PROOF! Health Ceder. Adalaide Road
main

YO 9-4462
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
-A World of Values"

• AUTO SCIlknn. rk,R54•
DVERTISTNO SPECALILES
ad riPSOORAPHINO
• PRINT,NO
BLALIS
• RUBBER SO AMPS
CALEND A RS
• DEC A LS

790 Yonkers Ave.
IN.., Central Are./ Yonkers, N. Y.
REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
hewing Machines NO Service charge
Call
All Work Guaranteed
M city
Ralf Home Service
1657 Lamar Avenue
BR 4-8050

13 Instruction

Defender

Dublin. Ireland cr hours Alw

/736A

Clvde

Mitosis 0.

Ave

01

FREI Int OUCIITterie • ANSWERS TO
pass written rest for drivers 4ierns•
NEW YORK ITATO Send 35 cents te
covet cost m mailing and handling gnus self addressed & stamped enevelnpe.
/33
SET
* PIODIFTS CO. ROE
ST ATION. NEW VOSS Xi
N SDP.,
T.
N.
We will also Include free of *owes the
inclosed License Holder with every order
received.

+

+

Night & Day Classes

•
•Ale
MI%
•

ELECTRONIC
HYPNOTTZER 414.00 Transistor Badio 1119 95 Pocket ear Gas
Gun - $9 91i - Extra 39 caliber shell's
$1.50
eacn
Talkie
Wilkie
Radio
$19.53 - Any Radio TY rube SI 00 each.
Post office Box
Trutsworld Eiestrenles
146 - Indio Callfornta

SPIRITUAL HELP
A re yens worried over
money
matters,
strange nnnaiurai evil influences, A.. •,ou
sick? • nen write Bishop Baker lenclobe
111.00 ove offering There is belv P or your
troub*ed soul You ear be successful Write

Bulb• 101
Cleveland, Ohio

For Sale Misc.
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
Toss any coin nead or tails as rem
cboose!-Any cam stay time. any Pinged
-A .lartling statement, . no less startlino performance
This easily mastered
technique In a copyrighted manual sent
You
immediately for
SI
4F1t)-FLIP
CRAFT Sot 1440. nridorisoet I. Conn.
--

Typing & Filing
Shorthand

SPECIAL SERMONS
4 to, $1.00 - 10 tor $2.00
Easter Snries - 9 tor $2.00

National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple
Albion, Michigan

RESTORE "PEP- wilts extre Pets formula
Cd Rumboir Pleasant
91 00 te*Ufl11a01
Dale Nebraska

• Accounting
• Secretarial
• Office Nlachine
• Refresher Course
• Modern Equipment

Day & Evening
Classes

GRIGGS
Business 31 Practical
Art College
11 Special services
PIA NOS TUNED
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER
Repairs Estimated Here
24 Tears In Plano Tuning
I
SREWER
J 1c k son 5-M4
and Rebuilding
•

There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too will like our courteous treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
Hoene owned • Home operated

SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212 Hernando
Spectslires

to
All

DIXIE

Hair lityla• Of
Eine

FINANCE COMPANY

Bleaching
Tinting
dooths For Rent
A food business to downtown io•
CV:100
$41816 Walker
14. 5411117
!Armhole - PA Hefts

"W• like to sae yes to your
loan
Examined and Supervised or the
Deparisnent
M Insurance and
!tat.
Sank.Is
LOCATIONS
tat a. Main
IA 5-1115
Iit Madison
SA $-7611

12 Business Opportunities

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START
We show you how FREE! to
secure lists ot slow pay Sc.
counts from doctors, dentists.
grocers, sanitar!"ms. lumber
companies, garages, etc. AV
you do is send them to us .
for mir experienced collection
service. We pay up to $1.25
a same No delay Write today.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 6. Mo.

Hyde Perk
Hollywood Vicinity
cm. until 2 p.m.
Call BR 2-1868
READY-CUT
EASY
WOMEN
ere
Home
Tars
Aprons
Vireo- A -Round
Write Time
$356
Doren-Spare
ACCURATE lifFDR'h
REEPORT NEW YORK
PERSONNana - NEAT DI Are
pearanca. Over 111 Years of age. N•
Experience needed Earn from $60 to $101
WEEKLY
Oreat Opportunities for ad.
Call for appointment.
vancernent
Lk 5-3143 - II:30 a. m til 6 P. M.
-

HELP WANTED, Male, Female
YOUNG MEN
YOUNG WOMEN

WATS TO MAJZ6 MOSEY AT HOMIr
where to buy material and now to
manufacture cheaply Send 91 00 ManuP4
Rielrierville
fseturine specialties
J
'Si)

(English Lady)
KNOW SHE IS
A GYPSY

NOT

her new office at the Mississippi

4tate Line MADAM BMA Is hack after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay is her new home
Are van Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
'prebend wife or sweetheart? Are rep
your
mitt,
In
Yon lost
discourattedt If any of these are rem
Are
yes
health?
In bad
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at onro %be

will read the to you just as she would read an epee book
Tell you why your lob or nosiness In not a nieces. U you haye
railed is die rest come see MADAM BELL at ones.
Located on Highway St South. lust *yet Mississippi State
blocks below
lino. in lb. way to Hernando IJer borne Is
where she used to stay right aside be DeSote Motel lie sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOURK and you'll nod ger thew,
at all times iShe sever toad se office us Weal Memphis
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehavms State Us* and gel
off at Ste,* Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BEL"
HAND 41t.li

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
*ours 0 a es to a p

1

NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your

News

I don't malts any home calls or answer any letters fie
to look 19rt the eight sign end the right risme.

OPPORTUNITY To EARN S 5 $
For Refined Women • Presenting Begirt,
Counselor
A nationally known orodue$
for care of Milady's Skin
"TRY BEFORE YOU BUY"
Write Mitchell, P 0. Box 311. Mernonnii
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
165 TO $90 WEEKLY
Classified lobs in Cincinnati. Nortiern
Clasaified
11411
111•Ire or Female
KY
$1 10. Other large cities on request 6E10
UP
WOMEN $6500 WEEKLY AND
PlOILS&Ilt
vole*.
Must have telephone
Detail 10c full information $1.16
515

CANDY JAMISON AGENCY
Armory - Cincinnati 14, Ohio

MONEY
EXTRA
NEED
Men or Women Age 1140 - Sell ninny
Grouts Hospital Insurance Mare Dee ad
Your Bintivte
W A Adkins-District Igor
Casualty
Cowman,
Continental
IA 11-5348

Tri-State
Defender
236 South

319 UNION AVE - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA. 6-5118
BUSINESS SERVICE
BEAUTY SHOP AND
IONIA'S PGRO
School. Competent operations and instructors Advanced Classes in Heir Sty!.
ing. 745 Williams Ave.- WM 6-9110

Apts For Rent
"OR RENT
One
Sub-division
1554 Sunset-Dougias
side of Duplex 3 rms. A bath-hot-cold
water Gas heater in front room Price:
835 month
Phone FA. 4-01372

GUARANTEED HOMEWORK
Mali out drooshlp catalog Keep 00 Peg
DeProven sellers
cent from orders
tails. simple catalog $1.00 Palinkus. 143111
TSD E 33rd Lorain, Ohio.

Wellington

Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" Of Any
charges.

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

GROUND FLOOR

STERICK BUILDING
WHERE FOLKS ilhf YOU
GE7 PREFER/13714I

SERVICE'

22 Furnished Rooms
6 Correspondence Club

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL

BIGGEST MALLS you ever got. List song
ORM• I year 250 World's Mail Trades,
/6 W 4Rth. ;ladle City 14 K r C.
Dept CS

Free Transportation To and From ART LoVERIL NOIR le YOUR CHANCE
TO COLLECt UNUSUAL POSTCARDS, IS
Airport Depot. ant Station. Etc. /
OR $1.00 *TART YOUR COLLECTION
GOOD FOOD
NOW SINGLE CARD 2.5 CENTS. P. 0.
.53 AndlIONI• STATION N y tin
BOX
In Our Madern Restaurant
N. V'
Harry Holmes. Owner
SP YOU WANT TO Elg BRA UTVIDE
2401 Park Avenue
vis,t eRIENDLT BEAUTY SHOP 13611
Grant Mgr - Cliesto
Thomas, Addle
FA 7-9253
taster operator
Room for rent rurnished Or unturnieb.
co Vignette!! 5-3318 i342 Latham Street
Cali after 6 30 or before 7:00 A. PA
Don•entenem

East-Cosy Many
$as *ref woman
Call OL a-041 Alitret 4 OAR

Suitable

611•••••••••••••••••••••ere

BUSINESS SERVICE

FLORA'S FLOWER

SHOP

/AMAMI
Phone
/33 Vance
JA 1-0870
By Flora Ce S C Cochrane
City Witte Behest'?

BRIGG'S FLORIST
CHECK OUR
CLASSIFIED FOR

sure

•M mar
No ,,,terience necessary.
usually sufficient.
school education
short
Permanent lobs. no layoffs
hours hien pay advancements Send
address. phone number and
name
Urne hom• Tri-State Defend, P 0
Box 311

15 Agents Wanted

in

Readings Daily Oben es Sunday,

-•••

TIRE SERVICE CO

Stories To The
VALUES CIALOREi Bales Boor 16c. Mee
fundable, with coupon
',VASSAR:1 61. PA
ALTON

MADAM BELL
This ‘s

Automobile, Furniture
Signature

THE SECRETS
OF NUMBERS REVEALED
An Outstanding Seek to add Is your
library NOW ONLY 51 00 postpaid Occult Catalog included.

..sammilmesmenlelniew

YOU

-Quick Loans

HOUSE

995 , s Mississippi At Walker
Sandwiches - Juices • Resular Dinner
IREAKFAST SPECIALS
Net Biscuits - Syrup • Salt Pork

Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College. lac.
JA 147Se
$30 Linden Aye.

Stream Line Beauty Ship, 1214 Yellentine Scalp Treatments - Sanitation .
Caurfesy
Mrs Eunice Coco and Mrs.
Mary Taylors. Owners,

- Mon, Women, 18-55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs

01/111 fINAhLt 1.0

309 E. 47th ST.
WA 4-2133

Data Processing

PERSONAL
SKILLED BEAUTICIANS

If you have s phen• and desire trims
A.
$50 - $100 per week write Mr.
Green, 5807 LOU mm Ave. Weedlawn
Hills, Calif. giving Name. Address, Telephone Number and Age

THE MARGINAL CO
P. 0. lox 94-U, New Yak 62, N Y

CHRIST
ZION

PoR BLESSED AMULET, HELP MONK'!.
UNCROSSED
RUSH
$2,00 DONATION
NOW,. JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE* WE
LOVE SO MUCH CHICAGO 53. ILL.

Key Punch

MODERN BOOTHS

R1313011,7 I 5 kt electric typewriter @tin
in factory crate $70.00
Guaranteed.
Soothed, isrinting log 5401. DT Run,
Female Help Wanted
tngton 3. West Va.
-MAIDS, N•w York, to $240 Lucky, easy
MIERCTIANDISE
SAROAIN
CATALOG. good jobs An nice homes
oet paid
Huge discounts Low woolesale prices. each weer Come alone or with friends
Big
oney saving c stanza 25c
irefuno• to the best agency. No money needed,
able) • Ja I Co box et Levittown S. tickets sent Free TV. free room -board.
Pa.
Send name-addiess-phone of reference.
ABCO Airy. 281 W 42 NYC. Dept R-13
ADULTS, INTERESTING MAIL, Earning'.
Photos, booklets, cata1041 $1 refunded
JOB OPEN IN
ter Gift with order Alvin - Sot
354- r-AD Hicksville. Lang Island, N. Y.
BEAUTY PARLOR

NEED CASH?

will

forward to out of town ad
vertisers mad received ad
dressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser

Make it yourself
We show you how
Save 10 per cent on each $1 CO Complete
easy instructions 81 00 PREP with order
carload of other interesting offere William Brown Cross Country Publications.
200 East 3045 St.. New York 16 N T

APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
"Amethyst pendants. earrings. bracelets.
ON
$1.23 each Item. postpaid. V. Brubaker.
te L-12, Lancaster. Cant."
• Refrlgerators
• Washing Machines
• Freezers
80 LOANS & MORTGAGES
• Dryers
AND
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service
1004 Joseph
7-0016
JA

HANDY

MISSISSIPPI

Stream Line Beauty Shop. Vol.
tontine or Montgomery.
Telephone BR 4-21141

rumps *sow asTratty rowan

BISHOP BAKER
nen Prospect Aye,

ENROLL
NOW

1.000 000 BOOKS 10c Eitchi Prim Caralogs Hallway Dor 1147' NYC-0.
-

AND MOTOR rcrescre.
teep
Instant stars Is any weathei
batteries fully onargeo us 60 below zero
cold
rou'll olay Your radio all
winter with :ear of battery fal:ure More
THE itimAzrvt; "MAGIC
winter miles Pei gallon on gas Blaring
FOR
PROFITS
new power, pep nin
POWER.
' OF NUMBERS!
AGENTS! Send el ite lop sample Ina deInch, ing Secret Master Code Favorable tails
And get PREP.. 30 dos supply
Numbers and Oars
Combination Codes, of THAU'n (HI Potency Tablets) A Meek
I Willi Flour's etc Pete• sy.m.
tat ann Pep Stimulant - the very beet
692.0 Vernon
Chicago
Yr IR
That:
VICTORY

MOSFS
SINAI
Gil Gabrielli

THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 E. 115th St. - go. 17
NEW YORK 29. N. Y.

793

Your Neighborhood Sendry - CflIC•fleS •
NOtt0113 - OfUp-

RENT-NORTH MEMPHIS

Illinois

TROUBLE? LOVE, morsel. PROBLEMS?
Solution
vailable Don't give Ins Write
Dixie - P 0 Box 1856 Ocala Florida.

492 Vance Ave. JA 7-4917
The Fri-State

Ohio

t ',". F. Jefverson
hey. C. !
Brings You I Am

COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING

in ;sr

CA I

Lorain

3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT -

1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT CORNER OF 14TH ST.
God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days,
your lucky number advice about Health, Business Marriage
and love affairs. If you have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. I am sure I can help you.

tart 33rd St

HO4.LYw000 IPAPO0T CO,
1639 West Peterson - TR2

BUSINESS SERVICE
SHOP AT McSHANNS

NEED names. 41111 Pay you Se per
na.ne for obtaining them for out mailing Ilst Complete instructions sent tor
$1.00. Harry NI Young. 917 Broad Str•et.
Bristol, Tennessee.

GEORGE PALINXUS
1377•TRI

Sour Furs*
Protmtlen Ter terry
Startle gni distract pros lets.
be attackers with this cleverly cle•
Point
signed
Ball
Gun. Fires .73 caliber blanks with ax•
ire loud rester I. Ca.'
B. heard for mites gA p;
4 .1r""'
around. No permit '
needed,
Airmailed postpaid
remelt:el, assembled from our fac•
tots, in E,.ropek Send 54 ED calk,
limier: order or Whettc to:

SISTER KANE. Indian healer and
advisor
LY You are suffer's,, al, k
or have bad luck, if worried or
troubled or need help, tee Slater Kkr•
today for tomorrow may be too lat•.
She can help you on all your Problems whatever they may be Open
everyday IncludIng Sunday, from
in morning so 11.00 at night, Located
in Blytheville, Art at state line,
hi. hwav 61 North phOne OS 3-1/947.
Bater Kane has God given power to
help

THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.
WE

SERVICES

Business Cards • font Cards
Personal Cards
67 60 value er the new lOw price M
$399 oat 1 000
Write me for skmnle cards and style
nhart Strriotterilli r ARO sis-,ri 5,1 fJT

P.O. Box 7072, Miami SS, Fla.

•-0.-•...-meenie•-;:e4w.anfror...12.;44

LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS. ARK.

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

1000 Embossed Brahma, Cards
at $3.99
or 5 I itnes-1 color (fleck of Slue'

LEGAL, Printer* Porms, GUAR A NTEILD'
Any Stets Names Dates. Omitted Used
as Ori-14•41 Duplicate copies or gifts
$2 each ithree i $5 Prompt Confidential
Postpaid Service

AMAZING. LISTED for Me for 25P Stop
Paying out dimes: quarters, dollars for
on. time Rating 'Your name In our flies
should keep your box full of tnteresting
offers, free samples, cite mall, etc for
life
Detail, for self-addressed stamped
enveloPti. Andy's Trading Poet, Route 3-T
liii
Berton City N C.

SISTER SANDRA

11-SPECIAL

NEW AMAZING "BALI POIN1 GUN

Chicago 45,

Oct I MO

SPIRITUAL ADVISORS

BEER Sc A QUART

Take New RUMTOREE And Erooy Life A
dietary preparation RUMTORET takes us,
where nature leaves off A PPYSICIAN'S
FORMULA Only $500 for a 2-week supply Money pack it not ostiefed ,ter 3
Money
Cheri,
or
bottle Sent CO D
Order NOW!

Fall TlfII Beginning Sept I. 1860 A
Aso . profiteering Institution. ResnOnals,.
terms - Competent instructor Call or
write Madam Geld S N Young. Peta

MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE

AUTO trABILITY NOW
AVAILABLE TO ALL
1•3 down with I
$64 and IV
te eay - Telephone:
JA 6-5355

III.

BUSINESS SERVICE

J A ISCE/tBON'el SA KB CR SHOP
ELM Park A veall•
PA 4-914$

repaired
ROOIrt NO, roofs
BUM
any
leveled
Cartiens,er
work, floors
leak
repaired,
totters cleaned,
Chimneys
stucco, concrete. plaster do Ma Own work.
Free sat Reasonable price.
T S Spencer BR 134843 BR. 8-2920.

49.

BEDROOM ROUSE IN NICE NEIGHborhood Or will buy same Call JAckson
8-5397

DEAR JANE, DID TOO KNOW THAT
you Can set a Summer dress for $1 25,
children's dresses for 730 and Men's suits
to- $2 91 WFTERE1 At the Junior League
Thrift Shop 4 North Front Burry' Nurryl Barrains Galore'

N kTIINAL

2x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435

VICTORY SERVICE
77267 Se. Clyde Ave.

Burt Lake 1. Mich.

2-BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

REMODELING, ADDITIONS

NUMBERS".

Chicago

sitsuTiyutzy

Memphis Business
Service Direct()

THE

NUMBER RATINGS Through Th.
Science Ot Numerology RESULTS
Will AMAZE Yeti With Ow Week.
1y NUMBER Cord. Deily Vibratioos
Far Any Evnit - CUBA RACE
MUTUELS, STOCKS IL PONDS.
Bolite, Etc. Stet* Your Choice.
Send $2.00 With Birth Date, Full
Name And Your Favorite Method
Of Play INo Chocks Please).

ELECTROWARMTH

THIS AD WORTH $1.00
CASH FOR PURCHASE
OF $5.00 OR MORE

Body

Autowiebilo

Work

LAYETTES
DIAPERS

"BY

CASA TALKS!
WILL PAY CA813 for property or
/icon, lot. It priced dant
BR 2.1240
EL i-77211
OODWIN • COMPANY
ltOU Monroe Avenue

15

Sot.,
PHONES lAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR THE BEST IN INFANT'S
- CHILDREN'S WEAR
SPECIALS

WRECKS
REBUILT

Real pretty gender, 2 bedroom asbestos
bungalow. Hardwood flows, floor furRace heat. big nice kitchen. large living
room. fenced lot. Price 54.730 00.
$250.00 down plus ell:Ming cost.
Excellent large 7 teem residence can be
wed for one or two families Coed condition, plastered walls, 2 baths Price
$1,500 00
5750.00 cash. Flat notes
$50.114 meetlity Call for appointment.
C W HENRY. II 6-5370

Misc. For Sale
SHOP Al BOB'S

1647 BARTON

.70

DEFENDER

REST RESULTS
10•••••••••••••••••••••••

let Us Tell Tour Flower Story
Corsages, Florid Design & Sperm
1624 Arkansas
WH 6-2200
BOICA 4121711R-RIVIERA
RuA
Alt Cone tartire* eouln New oaint-eite
future ear ro, frectinn nt cost,
eres.ne
9. a. ERIEN-1111. MV $4131

of the rescue squad falls from time, her estranged husband Is
a cliff and hang precariously discovered murdered in his own
an a projecting ledge. The bed on the floor above. "A
rescue of the badly injured boy Night with Nora" is a puzzling
Sat., Oct. 8, 1960
poses a special problem for the and compromising situation for
rescue squad, as a life hangs Denning and Alexis Smith, as
by a thread on "The Cliff." guest star
Jim Ravis and Lang Jeffries 10:30 p.m., JACKPOT BOWLplay the leads. Dennis Rush is ING, The 1960 ABC masters
the boy.
champions, Billy Golembiewski,
THURS., OCT. 6
10:30 p.m., JACK PARR, and Tony Lindemann, three1:30 p. m., Loretta Young, COLOR, Humorist James Thur- time national doubles champTHURSDAY, OCT. 6
Teresa Wright stars in "My ber and singer Betty Johnson ions, meet in a preliminary
Uncles O'Moore," as a school- are guests tonight.
7:00 to 8:00 a.m. GOOD
match tonight. The winner opteacher whose pupils try to
MORNINC FROM MEMPHIS,
poses Bill Bunetta of Chicago,
marry her off to an eligible FRI.. OCT. 7
with Russ Hodge and Kitty
for a jackpot worth $35,000.
1:30 p.m. LORETTA YOUNG,
bachelor
Kelly and featuring guests from
11 p.m., JACK PARR, Guests
Henderseon, Tennessee, which
3 p.m. Make Room for Daddy, An alcoholic finds a brighter Hal March, Genevieve, Cliff
future
when
is
caught
he
in
is having a centennial. Also
in "Uncle Daddy," Danny WilArquette and Eileen Christie
featuring news, music, a n d
liams makes plans for a second "The Flood."
ELLIS TOLBERT, son of Mr.
are guests tonight.
weather and ALMANAC: "First
honeymoon trip with his wife. 3 p.m., MAKE ROOM FOR
and Mrs. Elmo Tolbert of 7011
Chess Tournament in the U.S.
The plans are postponed when DADDY, After 12 years of mar- SAT., OCT. 8
Naly rd., has completed his
(1857)".
the two children ask their fath- riage, Margaret Williams be- 7 a.m TODAY ON T H E initial course of Air Force mil4:00 to 5:30 p.m., EARLY
er to perform at the class as- comes suspicious of her hus• FARM, James G. Patton, presi- ltary training here. He has been
MOVIE WITH KITTY KELLY,
semblies. Danny Thomas plays band, when she sees a picture dent of the National Farmers selected to attend the technical
of him being kissed by a gla- Union, is interviewed on the training course for a Cooking
"Paper Gallows" with
Danny Williams.
Rona
Anderson and John Bentley. A
3:30 p.m., HERE'S HOLLY- mour girl. "Margaret's Jeal- show today by Mal Hansen. Specialists at Fort Lee, Va. Air.
dvvetective story writer, who is
WOOD, Dean Miller talks with ousy" features Jean Hagen Alex Dreier gives farm news man Tolbert graduated from
and Eddy Arnold is host.
a wraped genius, plots to elimiBarret's Chapel High.
singing star Julie London about with Danny Thomas.
nate a beautiful secretary who
her "supposed shyness." Jo. 3:30 p.m., HERE'S HOLLY- 10:45 a.m., WORLD SERIES,
prefers his brother to him.
anne Jordan drops in at Dan WOOD, Johnny Mathis talks COLOR, Third game of the nominees and all four wives,
6:30 to 7:30, THE WITNESS,
Blocker's picnic for co-stars about his rapid rise in show World Series today, as the
are a feature of the Saturday.
'fhe late Huey P. Long stormy
Michael Landon and Lorne business with Dean Miller, scene shifts to Yankee Stadium.
CANOPY
FOUR•POSTER
vincetown line of Early
white finish on maple, not Grz
night
series. Informal conversa.
=political figure whose career
church
Jordan
Joanne
visits a
ap eae.ne
,). (All are stars of "Bon2:30 p.m., QUIZ 'EM, The
American.
bed, giving flavor of colonial
reproductions
only or the bed but on the
:as Governor of Louisiana and
where Bill Williams and his Houston, Miss. Negro high Lions by Chet Huntley and David
past to present-day home,
manufactured by the Dearchest, mirror, night table
1.3.S. Senator was brought to
4 p.m., BIG HEAT, Members wife, Barbara Hale, are busy school opposes the Father Ber- Brinkley, in the homes of the
born Company of Oshkosh,
is enjoying a comeback and
and chair in this berdoom
Ian abrupt end in 1935 by an
of the Whitehaven YMCA and vvith last-minute preparations (rand high school of Memphis four men, are designed to sho
Wis. One departure from
has become one of the most
grouping. All are also avail!assassin's bullet, will be the
for a church bazaar.
in today's quiz of the week's the personal side of
their dates are guests,
the leader
popular pieces in the Prothe past—the new antique
able in natural maple.
'Subject of a simulated probe.
4 p.m., BIG HEAT, Guests news. George Sisled, Commer- as well as their
OUTLAWS,
6:30
the
p.m.,
perpolitico view ,
I!' 7:30 to 8:00, ZANE GREY
:30pppe.aml,.,asks
41A
vi RtEhs
eTrol
esG
ti,onA
s.
sonal charm and generous atti- on the showtodaythaerebiirntvhidtaedy cia
10:05 p.m., GOLD AWARD
li'HEATER — SEASON PRE- moned to appear before a guarded secrets of the jungle namely, his own.
to help celebrate
tude
of
a
outlaw
notorious
make
THEATRE , "Lydia"
2IIIERE, with Dick Powell, host. Senate Investigating Committee when he tries to help a noted 9:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE,
stars
of
Patsy
Rawls.
special 30-minute match pits Merle Oberon,
such a good impression on the
Joseph Cotten,
PA Gun for Willie," starring
6:30
p.m.,
GREAT
"THE
DEgreat
Togo
the
against Ray Gun- Alan Marshall and
!Ernest Borgnine. Willie, who in order to testify against a,English aviatrix, who vanished starring James Arness. Dodge townspeople that they are will- BATE" Second of the face•toGeogre
kel in the best two out of three Reeves in the
inspiring story
las never had any friends, hap- kingpin racketeer, but finds that on an around the world flight City Marshall Matt Dillon and ing to forget his unsavory past. face discussions between Vice fans.
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